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ABSTRACT OF PRACTICUM
The focus of this practicum was service provided to women experiencing stress,
transition and social isolation. The mode of intervention was a long-term
psychotherapeutic group cornpromised of 30 sessions, each of which were 2 hours in
duration. n i e group expenence was intended to contribute to the irnprovement of
mernbers' capacity to cope with stress.
Unlike more traditionally defined psychotherapeutic groups (Toseland & Rivas, 1995)
facilitators attended to enhancing individual strenaths and developing the group
mernbersYinter-connectedness for mutual support. More traditional psychotherapeutic
are usually facilitated without giving consideration to environrnental issues, which impact
individual members. This group was facilitated with a style, which identified
environmental issues that were important variables affecting stress levels. Once these
issues were identified, facilitators guided members in identifying methods to change
environrnental factors, which could reduce stress experienced. Also, facilitators
encouraged mutual support and problem solving amongst the mernbers.
This group was facilitated with a feminist treatment perspective. This included the
promotion and encouragement of social connectedness between members. Once group
n o m s were well established, members were encouraged to maintain contact and provide
mutual support between group sessions. The group was CO-facilitatedin order to provide
role modeling respectful and authentic adult female relationships.
Facilitators encouraged members to realize and demonstrate persona1 strengths. This
focus on strengths and empowerment is in keeping with the feminist perspective, which
was the style utilized by facilitators. This provided members with expenences and a
sense of efficacy which could be generalized to their daily interactions.
Group members identified specific goals in reducing stress, improving lifestyles and
enhancing relationships. Members made significant gains in these areas at the
temination point of the group. The conclusion is based on clients' self reports dunng
exit interviews and data gathered through the use of goal attainment scaling.
12, 13).
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INTRODUCTION

"Stress is defined as an individual's psychic and somatic reactions
to demands that approach or exceed the limits of hi= coping resources."
(Mapusson, 1982)

It is reasonable to assume that al1 human beings are affected by stress;. We could not live and
interact with our environment without experiencing some degree af stress. In fact, some
degree of stress is considered to be healthy and rnay actually increase performance of certain
tasks. However, in our modern fast-paced society, stress can o f t e n exceed our coping
resources or rernain so chronically close to exceeding our coping resources that Our physical
and mental health can be adversely affected (Magnusson, 1982, G l a s and Singer, 1977).
When stress becomes severe, it c m have a negative impact on indivicdua1 ability to function

at tasks and in relationship with others.

It is for the above reasons that it is appropriate for social workers t a give attention to this
issue by working with people experiencing high levels of stress. T h e Social Work Code of
Ethics outlines the overall philosophy of the profession and the responsibilities of
professional social workers in practice. Specifically, this code States that:

"Social workers are dedicated to the welfare and
self realization of human beings; to the development a n d

disciplined use of scientific knowledge regarding human
societal behaviours; to the development of resources to
meet individual, group, national and international needs
and aspirations; and to the achievement of social justice for all."
(Canadian Association of Social Workers, 1994)

Providing a service to intervene with women experiencing unhealthy levels of stress in their
lives provides a usefül, ethical and appropriate service to our clients. High ievels of stress
impede the process of self realization by interfering with one's ability to perform tasks and
maintain healthy, Ioving relationships. This conflicts with individual welfare and self
realization. Therefore, it appears that intervention to assist in alleviating high levels of stress
in individuds is in keeping with The Social Work Code of Ethics and the goals of the social
work profession.

RATIONALE FOR INTERVENTION

Through feminist group work intervention, individuals experiencing high Ievels of stress can
receive support, education and develop persona1 awareness- The treatment goal in providing
such a group is to promote the development of effective coping and stress management skills
within an atmosphere of acceptance, inclusiveness and reciprocity. Also, successfûl social
work intervention could be helpfiil in assisting those with poor self-confidence to develop
greater confidence and take more social risks.

The rationale for providing service exclusively to women involves the tenet that the
experiences of men and women in our sociew are markedly different. People simultaneously
function in several roles in day to day activities. However, the primary role wtiich al1 people
hold is their sex role, People tend to relate to others based on the assumptions and
perceptions of identified sex roles. The first and primary role identified is that of sex
(Lindesmith, Strauss, Denzin, 1988).

Ours is a segregated society, in which men's and women's work and recreational activities
are often separate. During the socialization process, certain behaviours and attnbutes are
ascnbed to, fostered and encouraged in fernales. These same attributes and behaviours are
either not reinforced or are, actually discouraged in males. For example, men are encouraged
to think and behave independently and to cornpete for success. Altematively, wornen are
taught to establish and maintain close persona1 relationships with others. Because of this
socialization, men and women relate to others and, are related to by others, quite differently.
There has been extensive research conducted and written about to illustrate the relational
differences between men and women (Lindesmith, Strauss, Denzin, 1988, Lindsey, 1994).
If men's and women's socialization and experiences involve significant differences, their
experience of stress is Iikely to be quite different. In fact, in her article on women as
providers of social support, Belle (1982), the author noted the fact that much o f the research
conducted on stress has involved men in exclusively male roles. She also points out that
social support is a strong buffering agent against stress and women are often the providers
of this support. This is often not reciprocated by their male counterparts. It is suggested this
is because of the fact that to offer and provide support to others is not strongiy prescribed

as part of the male role. This is a small, but powerful exarnple of the different experiences

and behaviours of men and women. It also s u p p o the
~ ~ notion
~
that the experience of stress
cm be quite different for men and wornen (Belle, 1983). For example, Lindsey (1994) notes

that women are, with much greater kequency, faced with role overload and role conflict.

Since women tend to have the common experience of being socialized in a particular manner,
and are relegated to certain activities and vocations because of the ascribed role of sender,
their mutual understanding of stress and its impact may be greater than that which exists
between men and women. This position is certainly supported by the feminist perspective.

Land (1995) asserts that the effect of extemal and oppressive structures on women's
psychological development must be acimowledged.

This argument is not intended to negate the experience of men and stress, but to emphasize
that mutual understanding may be greater among those individuals sharing the same sex
roles. Following the primary role of sex, individuals generally interact with others and others
interact with them, based on the acquisition of knowledge regarding various secondary roles.
For example, a woman rnay be related to as a wife, daughter, mother, employed worker and
various other roles.

A review of the literature has revealed that women experience higher levels of stress when
living with a scarcity of roles. Much of the research supports the hypothesis of role
expansion. This hypothesis stipulates that women in multiple roles have increased
opportunity for greater satisfaction and social support. Conversely, women with a scarcity

of roles are likely to experience geater stress than those with a multiplicity of roles (Amatea

and Fong, 1991, Facione, 1994, Noor, 2996).

It appears necessary to qualiQ this r d e expansion hypothesis by identimng several variables
which can reduce the benefits of multiple roles. For example, married women employed
outside the home tend to report geater satisfaction than their single counterparts. This,
however, only holds true for those women in s a t i s w g rnaniages. Work dissatisfaction does
contribute to stress experienced by women, but much Iess so for those who reported marital
satisfaction (Golding, 1989)-

Since women experience an affiliation based on gender role sociaIization and others'
perceptions of thern, it is likely that they will be able to develop and sustain an affiliation
within a group setting. This can provide women with the opportunity to share cornrnon
experiences and to identiQ the inequities within sex role stereotyping and how they are
affected by this. This setting has the potential to provide women with opportunities to
develop authentic relationships in which feelings are explored, social relationships are
examined in depth, new and adaptable behaviours are rehearsed and emotional support c m
be offered and received.

LEARNING GOALS

The writer had several learning goals in carryl-ngout this practicum. These goals included the
development of specific expertise in stress management techniques. This practicum was used

to broaden existing knowledge and understanding regardïng the impact of stress on women's
lives. The oppominity to process feelings, receive affirmation and support assisted clients
in reducing the level of stress they were expenencinp. Conducting this group was helpful in
improving these techniques, and in determining how helpful they c m be. A process of
evaluation of the clinical process was uhlised in order to determine if there was a relationship
between the provision of group therapy and reduced Ievels of stress.

A specific learning goal for this practicum was to enhance clinical ski11 in facilitating

therapeutic groups. This involved devefoping greater knowledge in the establishment of
group n o m s , dealing with conflict between members, enhancing the emotional safety for
group members and facilitating the development of reciprocal emotional support between
members. The writer formulated greater expertise in the area of tirne management within
group sessions and the development of additional skill in the successful dissemination of
educational information to group members was also an identified leaming goal. This
involved sharing information regarding the feminist perspective so members can adopt this
mode of examination in their daily lives. Skills in partnering were practised with clients
through the use of self-disclosure, which was intended to validate, affirm and nonnalize
client expenences. The goal was to depart from being considered "expert" by clients and
exempt fiom their experience. Group facilitators are women and, therefore, are exposed to
devaluation and oppression by dominant culture as well.

This group was CO-facilitatedand thus it was useh1 to leam how to establish stronger cotherapy skills, so that the benefits of co-facilitation were realized. These included modellïn~
positive interactions for women within the group and promoting feminist principles.

The stress women experience has been related to their multiple roles and the management
and satisfaction of these roles. Facilitators Learned more about the interrelationship of various
roles, develop greater understanding about the complexities of women's roles and hotv these
roles contribute to stress and satisfaction.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

PREVALENCE & RELEb7ANCETO SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

Social work professionals are often employed in organizations, which deal with people
undergoing some form of stress, often imposed by their physical, emotional and working
environrnents. This is exemplified by the writer's own professional employrnent history as
a social worker. This includes casework with a municipal income secunty agency, child
protection work, group therapy for incest survivors and family therapy. In outlining the
history and future for the social work profession, Drover (1998) describes the work of the
profession as the "systematic investigation into the causes of human need". The writer argues
that human beings ofien require relief from stress which can negatively impact their quality
of life.

The overall philosophy of the Social Work Code of Ethics describes social workers as being
"dedicated to the welfare and self realization of human beings" (CASW, 1994). Assisting
individuals to overcome the negative, harmful effects of stress is an appropriate intervention
for social work professionals. If it is indeed true that stress can literally kill human beings

(Mapusson, 1986), then it seems reasonable to deduce that relief f?om stress can promote
the welfare and self realization of human beings.

THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE OF STRESS & COPING

There is a proliferation of evidence to suggest that mens' and women's expenence in North
Amencan society is quite distinct. Sex role socialization beas

at a very early age,

providing males and females with diversity and distinction in experience as well as different
modes of socialization (Lindsey, 1994, Bncker-Jenkins, 1991, Land, 1995). For example,
although a majority of North Amencan women are now employed outside of the home, they
remain primarily responsible for childcare and household management as well. Men, on the
other hand, are not saddled with the role conflict which can result from multitasking. Also,
in day to day activities, wornen zenerally are affected by the fact that they are gïven less
power and status than their male counterparts (Lindsay, 1994). For these reasons this
practicum focussed specificaIly on women's stress and an intervention exclusively for
women.

Magnusson (1982) outlines his theory regarding stress and coping as it relates to human
beings interacting in their environments. The interactions referred to include the actual
environmental conditions which evoke stress, the individual's perception of the
environmental conditions and the individual's vulnerability to stress. Environmental factors
can evoke stress only if the individual perceives a a v e n situation as stresshl and, it has been
demonstrated that individual perception can Vary greatly. One's vulnerability to stress is

affected by individual coping ability and an individual sense of perceptual reality. Al1 these
factors interact to cause stress reactions. Magnusson (1982) has asserted that individual
psychological make up alone is not the sole factor in detemiining individual abiliv to cope
with stress, but the interacting combinations of al1 these factors.

The interactional mode1 appears to encapsulate much of the research on stress and coping
That is, factors such as personality traits and ability to cope with stress have been studied
extensively (Noor. 1996, Amatea, Fong, 1991 and Burke, Brief, George, 1993). AIso,
individual perceptions and their impact on stress and coping have been well-documented

(Golding, 1989) Lastly, environmental factors, termed as stressors, are addressed in the
literature related to stress. Persondity traits, individual coping abilities and environmental
factors are al1 examined in this document- It should be noted that much of the research often
does not examine these factors as they are interrelated as a means of explaining stress. It
appears that the relationships between physical and psychological makeup in the individual
and the environment in which the individual lives, are extremely important factors when
examining the management of stress.

RELEVANCE OF ROLES IN STRESS & COPING

Women generally ho id numerous roIes throughout their lives and are placed in certain roles
by ascription, meaning they have been placed in these roles simply by being born into them.

For example, women do not have choices regarding their race or cultural background.
However, there is a degree of choice for women regarding whether they will be rnothers

and/or employed outside the home. Degree of choice regarding type and amount of roles is
often dependent upon women's' access to resources, specifically, economic resources
(Lindsey, 1994). For the purposes of this practicum, women's roles which include that of
wife, mother, empIoyed worker and household manager are al1 exarnined. It is assumed that
this practicum will be read with the understanding that there are disparities between women
in their psychological stren30ths and their individual coping abilities. Also, environmenta1

factors are significant when examining women's roles and the stress they expenence within
these roles.

Role scarcity hypothesis has been researched extensively in understanding the impact of
environmental stress. (Golding, 1989) This hypothesis suggests that women occupying a
rnultiplicity of roles are most likeiy to experience stress at dangerously hi& levels, which can
impact physical and/or mental health. Conflicting demands for one's energy and time is
thought to deplete coping resources and cause excessive stress. in fact, this hypothesis is
rehted in rnost of the literature reviewed. Researchers appear to favour the role expansion
hypothesis which suggests that greater numbers of roles offer individuals the opportunity for
greater satisfaction. (Noor, 1996)-

in a 1989 study conducted on 1,332 Caucasian male and fernale respondents, researchers

leamed that occupancy in numerous roles was associated with lower levels of depression.
Also, what occurs within roles was relevant in predicting syrnptoms of depression. That is,

when individuals felr satisfied and supported within marital roles, they were less likely to feel
depressed than those who were either unmamed or in unsatismng marriages. Researchers

did not distinguish behveen those subjects who chose not to be married and those who
remained single o d y because they had not found a mate. The sipificant issue appears to be
the fact that if one is mmied, one's opportunity for support is increased in this prîmary
relationship. Other relationships cannot replicate the positive support that a good marital
relationship can provide.

Low job satisfaction appeared to be less significant in predicting

stress than low marital satisfaction. OveraiI, those respondents who were employed reported
Iess depressive symptoms than the unemployed. The researchers hypothesized that occupancy

in a geater number of roles allows for the increased possibility o f social support (Golding,
1989).

It is noteworthy to mention that the previously rnentioned study demonstrates that personality
traits alone cannot explain individual depressive symptoms. It appears environmental factors
do play a role in determining individual ability to cope with stress.

A study conducted exclusively with wornen also supported the concept that women within

a multitude of roles exhibited less depressive symptorns compared to women in fewer roles
(Kandel, Davies, Raveis, 1985). Roles included marriage, parenthood and paid employment.
Women in the most complex of role configurations reported the least depressive syrnptoms.
Overall, the group of women reported to be unemployed, unma.rried and childless exhibited
the highest levels of depression. Authors are quick to point out the fact that the marital role
seems most significant in deterrnining degree of satisfaction. However, women tend to report
being dissatisfied in marital relationships as the single most important contributor to stress

and depression- Women dissatisfied in ernployment roles tend to be less affected by this than

traditional counterparts- This appears to bring into play the issue of perceptions as it relates
to stress. How women perceive their roles appears to be an important variable in how they
cope within roles.

Although, in many studies, results have suggested that multiple roles offer women greater
opportunity for satisfaction, and thus, less stress, other studies have different resdts. In a
study conducted with 454 married mothers and 398 single mothers, Ali and Avison (1994)
found that employrnent transition caused significant psycholo@caldistress for single mothers
which was not the case for mamied mothers. The authors provided many possibilities for this
phenomenon, includin,a the fact that single mothers have fewer choices and larger financial
burdens. The fact remains that multiple roles, in and of themselves, cannot ensure greater
satisfaction.

It appears that a clear understandin3 of those variables which cause women's' stress is
relevant to providing effective clinicaI intervention. Williams, Sulls, AlIiger, Leamer and
Wan (199 1) found, in a study conducted with 20 employed mothers, that subjects reported

their highest source of stress as inter-role conflict. Inter-role conflict refers to the demands

of one role impinging on the demands of a second role. For example, when women received
phone calls at work regarding their children or7 expenenced child care difficulties, they
becarne distressed. These intermptions required the use of different skills than those
employed in conducting employment related fùnctions. This cognitive shift was reported to
cause stress.

INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY TRAITS & STYLES

This review of the circurnstances of women and their roles bas identified some of the factors

which cause stress and those that increase satisfaction. However, numerous researchers also
identiS that individual personality styles and traits contribute to ability to cope with stress.
This would be in keeping with the interactional mode1 of stress (Magnusson, 1983).

Burke, Bnef and George, (1993) conducted research to determine the impact of "negative
affect" on individual's self-reports of stress. They descnbe individuals with negative affect
as those who "view the world and oneself through a negative lens". Thus, when those
individuals are asked to report on their perception of stressors, they tend to emphasize the
negative aspects of their experience or interpret experience in a negative fashion. The authors

argue that this influenced scores on self reports of stress and they cautioned that this negative
affect should be taken into consideration when interpreting data regarding stress. It appears
that certain individuals tend to emphasize the negative aspects of their experiences. However,
if a factor of understanding the impact of stress includes individual perception of stressors,
this would be of no less significance than other variables in understanding stress. Reality can
be considered perceptual and as a result, there are multiple subjective realities. Berger and
Luckrnan (1967) argue that human beings create their own realities at a cultural level. This
is achieved through ongoing socialization, use of language and interaction with others and
the environment. Those people with negative affect simply experience reality fi-orn a
pessimistic viewpoint. Although the literature suggests that negative affect remains quite
stable over time, researchers do not address the issue of clinical intervention. It appears that

it is possible to assist others in changing their viewpoints and the impact that stress has on
their lives.

Researchers have worked to pinpoint various coping styles in dealing with stress. In their
snidy, Livneh, Livneh, Maron and KapIin (1996) have identified 3 basic dimensions of
coping styles which include:

"a.) planningkeeking support versus denial/escape...
b.) interpersonal social support versus religious comfort
c.) cognitive/instrumental engagement versus affectivekpiritual engagement"

Several authors, Livneh, et a1 (1996) and Amatea and Fong (1991) suggest an instrumental
coping style has greater benefits in dealing with stress. One caution outlined in the literature
is that many individuals are initially instrumental in their efforts to cope, but when these
efforts prove ineffective in relieving stress, certain people may become passive in their
coping styles. That is, they suggest that stress coping is a dynarnic process, not strictly static.
This information speaks to the potential benefits of clinical intervention with people
experiencing stress.

That is, input of new information and alternative perceptions may assist ihose people who
have become passive, to again become active in their coping styles.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Much of the literature reviewed for this paper contaîns extensive information resarding the
significance of social support in coping with stress and reducing its negative impact (Uehara,
1990, Sarason, Sarason and Shearin, 1986). There is some evidence to s u g e s t that individual

persondity styles and ways of interacting with others can impact the quality and arnount of
social support provided. In their study, Palfai and Hart (1997) determined there was a
negative correlation between holding anger in and the amount of social support provided by
others. They provide several hypotheses to answer why those people who suppress their
anger receive less social support. These include the suggestion that people who suppress their
mger may need to withdraw from social situations where anger is present, since their coping
style with anger is to avoid its expression. This withdrawal rnay Iead to a perceived lack of
support fiom others. These perceptions may actually influence the secretly angry individual
to lose her desire for support fiom others, causing W h e r withdrawal.

A 1986 study conducted with 76 university fieshrnen (40 male and 36 female) detennined

that those people with few social supports were also deficient in social skills. More
specifically, individuals lacking in confidence in sociaI situations tended to be reluctant to
use learned social skills. Many of these individuals had sufficient howledge of social skills,
but did not have the confidence to use these skills (Sarason, Sarason, and Shearin, 1986).

It seems useful to examine those variables which arneliorate the negative impact of stress.
Social support fiom others has been identified as significant in effective coping (Uehara,

1990). However, simple social support is not always heIpfiii and, at times, can be h m f u l .
The îype of social support provided and the manner in which it is provided must be exarnined
to ascertain what is helpfûl in reducing the negative impacts of stress.

Jackson (1998), in a study of single mothers, exarnined the potential benefits of social
supports. It was determined that the type of support provided may actually be interpreted as
a stressor to sorne women- 188 fican-American women, who were former welfare
recipients, were the subjects of this particular study. Despite the fact that researchers
conducted their study on Afncan-Amencan women only, they did not clearly explain the
racial or cuiturd relevance of this. Many of these women received instrumental support from
mothers, also living in their homes. Surpnsingly, levels o f depression and stress due to
depression, were high for those women living with their mothers. Emotional support was
considered heiphl in reducing levels of stress, but instrumental support was not. It appears
that this instrumental support was considered intrusive, in that, it interfered with the mother's

rights and responsibilities to parent. Emotional support appeared not to interfere in this

manner.

Krause (1995) investigated the effectiveness of social support on older adults. The distinct
experience of men and women was not taken into consideration. Interestingly, the author
begins his discussion of social support in generaI terms, but the most cornrnon method of
support provided in this population was financial assistance fi-om others in their support
networks. Nevertheless, the findings suggest that, support up to a point assisted in reducing
stress. However, there is a risk that significant others may becorne over involved and begin

to feel burdened, if the stressors persist for some t h e . Hi& levels of support rnay reduce
feelings o f competence and self-esteem. Althou& this study was conducted on older adults
and not exclusively with women the caution provided is noted-

RECIPROCITY IN SOCIAL SUPPORT

In conducting research with parents of terminal cancer patients, Williams (1995) identified
the need for reciprocity when social support is provided. Social relationships can become

strained because receiving support carries with it an emotional cost. Ifindividuals are unable
to reciprocate support, it Iowers their status within relationships, can affect feelings of seIf
esteem and sense of competence. It is identified that those people who are not expected to
reciprocate are often those who are excused because of low status (children or the poor) or

a handicap o f some kind.

These parents were able to rnaintain the benefits of support

provided by others only if they were able to return support. This support does not necessarily
have to be retumed to those who provided it initially. The cntical issue is that the recipient

is able to return support to maintain status and self-esteem. Tt is noted that this study was
conducted with a very specific goup, but it may be possible to generalize these findings to
women experiencing stress.

Reciprocity in social support is a major aspect of exchange theory (Uehara, 1990). This
theory emphasizes the interdependency of human beings and the significance of support
networks. Those social support systerns that demonstrate some depth and intimacy tend to
have fairly relaxed rules about giving support and when the support will be reciprocated by

the initial recipient. Networks in which relationships are more distant appear to rely on noms
which are more restricted, in that, the expectation of reciprocity is likely to be cIearly stated.
Also, within more distant networks, the expectations of both donors and recipients is that
support will be reciprocated fairly quickly. Time lines for reciprocity are quite flexible in
more intimate support networks (Uehara, 1990).

In her study of 17 Afican-Arnerican women who lost their jobs just pnor to the

commencement o f the research, Uehara (1990) obtained information which supported the
outlined rules of reciprocity. That is, those women with large, intirnate social support
networks received "@fis" of money and material goods, as well as social support form
relatives and fnends. Relatives and fiends may have expected the favour to be returned at
some point in the future, but time lines were not specified. These gifts were provided, it
seemed, on the assumption that the favour would some day be retumed. A second subgroup
of women with more moderate levels of intimacy within social networks were more likely
to receive "loans" from others. These loans were negotiated between donor and recipient and
pay back dates were generally specified. A third group of women identified as self helpers
tended to access others' assistance as a last resort in coping. They were less misting than the
women in the other two identified groups and tended to meet with less success than the other
women, in receiving support. That is, they were more likely to be tumed down for loans and
favours. Their support nebvorks tended to be much smaIler than for those wornen in the other
two groups. Interestingly, there appeared to be no distinction between the significance of
kinship and peer suppon. That is, one did not appear to be more important than the other.

Women were just as likely to receive support frorn either group. The arnount of support
provided was not sigificantly different between kin and peer support providers.

ECOLOGICAL/FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

It is noteworthy to mention that, given the findings o f the above-noted study, social work
intervention can provide the catalyst for social support in a formalized setting. A group can
provide the membership with the opportunity to develop a social support system in a safe and
guided atmosphere.

The studies discussed to this point demonstrate the significance that sociaI support can play

in the management of stress. However, it is clear, tkom the information contained in the
literature, that there are many rules and conditions to social support. Also, professionals
cannot simpIy assume that, if an individual has social support and a large, close, support
network, this will be beneficial. This point is exemplified by El-Bassel, Chen and Cooper
(1998) who studied 151 women in methadone programs throughout New York's Harlem.
Much of their research findings are similar to that which has already been surnrnarized in this
paper. For example, it was identified that the type of social support offered is important, who
offers social support is significant and reciprocity is also relevant- However, it seems
noteworthy to mention that rnembers of social networks tend to adhere to similar values and
engage in similar activities. In the case of women in methadone prograrns, they were likely
to receive positive support fiom fnends, sexual partners and relatives. However, many of

these same associates supported, assisted and encouraged continued illicit dmg use. One
could conclude that certain aspects of social support c m actually be dangerous.

Thus far, literature has been examined related to stress and coping, most of which has
consisted of sociological and psychological studies. Many of these studies have been
conducted on specific populations, not al1 of which were exclusively wornen. However, this
provides a b a i s for the understanding of the impact of stress on women.

The stress

relieving hnction of social support has been examined and, specifically, the types of social
support that are most beneficial to relieving stress. Finally, literature was reviewed which
addressed the best circumstances under which support can be provided.

It is n e c e s s q to reshape this information into social work theory pnor to discussinp specific
interventions. Histoncally, social work theory and practice have relied heaviIy on an
ecological perspective in understanding human behaviour and needs. This perspective is
based on the notion that human beings are influenced by al1 components of their
environments, including other human beings. Just as human beings are influenced by their
environments, they provide behavioural input into the environment and are "influencers" as
well. Therefore, to examine human behaviour without examining the broader social context
in which behaviour occurs, is to miss important aspects of the human condition (McMain
Park, 1996).

Zn viewing individual situations in their environmental contexts, social workers tend to view

human beings fiom a strengths perspective (McMain Park, 1996). That is, rather than

assurning that people experience social or persona1 problems based strictly on persona1
limitations, ecologicaI social work considers the strenghs of individuals living within
oppressive enviroments. Thus environmental conditions cari be perceived as barriers to
people meeting their full potential. This is contrary to a strîct psychological notion which
assumes individuals experience problems solely because of identifiable personal deficits
( G i l , ~ , 1996).

Stress and coping c m be viewed appropriately fiom an ecological perspective. Magnusson's

(1986) interactional mode1 of stress is a case in point. Although this theory does not ignore
individual uniqueness which contributes to stress and its possible relievers, it does not focus
exclusively on the individual's psychological make up to explain stress and stress responses.
However, as with most psychological theories, environmenta1 factors may be acknowledged
and specifically identified, but they are neither addressed or examined. It appears that social
work, operating from a ecological perspective, works with the individual who is affected by
her environment, to build on strengths to cope with the environment. But, the environment,
as a source of stress, is not ignored- Stressors such as poverty, inequality, discrimination, and

Iack of social support are also addressed.

Ferninist theory embraces many of the aspects of ecological theory and thus the two theones
are not necessarily in opposition. Hoivever, ecological theory does not appear to be sensitive
to the issue of gender to the same extent as feminist theory. Also, it appears that kminist

theory clearly addresses power inequalities of gender, and thus, is more appropriate to
address women's stress than ecological theory alone.

Ferninist theory, like ecological theory, promotes the concept of taking social context into
consideration. For exarnple, Land (1995), in speaking of the feminist perspective, refers to
human experience as being "biopsychosocial". That is, the complete experiences of people
are relevant and to separate the psychological andor physical aspects of self kom one's

social and cultural environment provides an incomplete sense of people. Further, it is argued
that more specifically, ignoring any these aspects of experience does not adequately address
the issue of stress in women.

A comrnon phrase used in feminism is that the "personal is political". This speaks to the
issue that persona1 beliefs, biases and prejudices are embedded in political, economic and
social structures. These structures are the very aspects of environmental context to which the
wnter has been refemng. &and, 1995, Bricker-Jenkins, 1991) For exarnple, in the review
of literature on stress and women, very little attention was given to the fact that women are
expected to carry out multiple roles with relative ease, when the same does not seem to be
expected of their male counterparts. Women's' inability to cope with stress has far reaching
consequences as they continue to be prirnarily responsible for providing care to others, most
specifically, children (Lindsey, 1995). Research has shown that parents under stress tend to
provide less effective parenting than when not experiencing stress (Telleen, Herzog, Kilbane,
1989).

As mentioned previously, ecological theory does not attend to the issue of gender inequality

as completely as feminism. Not only does feminist theory attend to the issue that male and

fernale experience is unique, it also addresses the fact that women are disempowered within
the culture in which they are expected to cope (Land, 1995, Russell, 1989). The opportunity
to have this acknowledged and affïrmed within a clinical environment can serve as valid
information, which in itself c m reduce stress.

Ferninist theory and ecological theory both appear to adhere to the concept that the client's
perception of reality is to be respected and attended to. In keeping with the feminist view that
there are multiple realities, the client's perception of her own situation is considered to be
relevant, sipificant and respected. Realities are socially constructed and people develop
these realities through their involvement in culture P e r g a and Luckman, 1967). Feminism
works to examine these subjective realities and the impact they have had particularly on less
fortunate groups. These less privileged groups rnost certainly include wornen (Land, 1995,
Poovey, 1988).

Ferninist theory and practice promotes the concept of empowerment. That is, in a therapeutic
relationship, clinicians work with clients on a cooperative b a i s to develop goals. These goals
generally involve empowerment to work toward change in the environment which
contributes to problems and stressors. That is, the focus of intervention is not just simply to
promote intra psychic changes but to empower the client to work toward change in the
environment as well (Land, 1995, Russell, 1989).

Sensitivity and attentiveness to power dynarnics in relationships is an important aspect of
feminist practice. It seems that this component of feminist thought is comected to the

previously mentioned tenets. Inequality in power also occurs in the client/clinician
relationship. Rather than ignoring this reaiity the clinician encourages the client to share her
perspectives, meanings and analysis. This has been referred to as the partnership with clients
(Land, 1995, Bricker-Jenkins, 199 1).

The most optimal clinical intervention for women experiencing stress is a support group
utilizing the tenets of a ferninist perspective. In her article on ferninist group work, Lewis

(1992) argues that social work groups focus on specific syrnptoms or problems with clients
and thus, atternpt to "contain or "manage" group members. The psychotherapeutic group
offered and is the subject of this prograrn instead utilized feminist principles. Ferninist
princip les such as empowerment, affirmation and partnership with members can ameliorate
the possibility that members will be pathologized either by facilitators, other members, or
themselves. Genuine and vigilant adherence to ferninist principles c m provide opportunity
to develop:
1.
3
-.

3.
4.

5.

6.

A comnzon consciotcsness of the embedded details of
victimization
The systernatic de-constnrction of negative and
disadvantaging definitions of reality.
The process of nanzitzg, of identiS.ing the
consequences of established structures and patterns
Trust in theprocesses within the group to reconsmict
a new reality and to provide the context within which
to test and practice new language, behaviors,
expectations and aspirations.
A belief in the power of the p z p . united to bring
about desired changes in the context, however small
these may be.
A sense of cornrnuniv through the experience of
reaching out and discovering allies and " samethinkers and doers" in the wider social context."
(Lewis 1992, p. 273)

These previously mentioned concepts can meet the specific needs of women experiencing
high stress levels. For example, social isolation is considered to increase one's expenence of

the negative effects of stress. Conversely, s a t i s m g relationships with others can reduce the
negative impact of stress (Sarason, Sarason, Shearin, 1986)- Development of a common
consciousness within the group setting can, increase members' sense of belonging and thus,
support.

Glassman and Kates, (1990), assert that facilitators can heavily influence groups in
developing cohesiveness or collective consciousness.

This is achieved through the

encouragement of norms which value individual contributions by members, those individuals
less inclined to speak and share about thernselves are encouraged by facilitators to contribute
in a comparable fashion to those who assert themselves with ease. It is necessary for
facilitators to create the space for this to occur. In this way, no one member is considered
to be more valuable than another.

According to Toseland and Rivas (1995), cohesive groups meet the needs that first brought
individual members to the group. These needs can include the desire for relationships with
others. In fact, groups can be quite effective in meeting the needs of the socially isolated.
Members within cohesive groups can also influence one another heavily, and they tend to
work together to achieve comrnon goals. Cohesive groups have a positive effect on member
satisfaction and persona1 adjutment,

Toseland and Rivas (1995) point out that hurnan beings function within groups in many
aspects o f their daily lives. They ais0 assert that fünctioning within groups teaches
acceptable social behaviour, provides the opportunity to develop satisfj6ng persona1
relationships and assists in the identification of personal goals. The g o u p conducted for the
purpose o f this practicum provided members with al1 of these opportunities and met the
intended fùnction of social work groups in doing so.

The action of "deconstructing" reality or the wideIy held beliefs of dominant culture c m
serve to provide alternative perceptions of reality to group members. Accordinz to Woods
(1987), women's development is such that they move toward caring for, and attachment to,

others. However, there are also costs in stress levels for women providing this caring
(Woods, 1987, Belle, 1982). The writer argues that the group may be an ideal fomm for

women to be@n to examine and question their motivations for providing care to others. It
rnay be possible that women experiencing the stress of providing care for others have never

considered behaving in alternate fashions because they have simply accepted the
stereotypical expectations of dominant culture.

The process of "naming" issues, c m validate women's experience of stress. For example,
providing nurtunng to others is considered a major function of the female role, but requires
the use of energy. It appears that women are expected to provide canng to others and to do
so without cornplaint. There is, it appears, also an underlying assurnption that women do not
becorne tired and ernotionally depleted. Within an accepting and supportive group, members
can openIy discuss their feelings associated with the stress of caring for others.

The "processwithi~zthe groupr'(Lewis, 1992) cm, provide the membership with a subculture
comprised entirely of women to examine assumptions about sex roIes promoted by dominant
culture. According to Lewis (1992), people require affirmation and support of a subculture
to adopt alternative beliefs than that of dominant culture. Also, groups conducting this sort
of function also require the expertise of professionals to cary out this work.

Group leaders in a feminist support goup c m promote feelings of safety and affirmation
This supports the concept that the group members have their own persona1 power. This
power is both individual and collective. This reinforces the sense of comection which cm
be helpfùl for women experiencing stress. Gottlieb, Burden, McCormick and Nicarthy (1 983)
point to the fact that feminist groups can assist the membership in overcorning some of the
negative aspects of sex role socialization. They indicate that this is, in part, achieved by
reducing the sense of isolation fiom one another.

These authors further support Lewis'

position that the feminist group can provide a forum in which women can explore the sociaI
and political factors impacting their day to day [ives. Tt is comparable to the narning which
Lewis descnbed. It appears that, if the feminist group is successfül, members will have
confidence in the power of the group and the sense of community may also follow.

In a review of social work support groups being provided to various client populations,
Schopler and Galinslq (1993) define the support group as a facilitator led group which falls
between self- help and treatrnent groups. The major functions of support groups include selfhelp, mutual aid and peer support. The writer notes that these are a11 necessary components

of stress reduction- Facilitators within support goups have the opportunity to invite

discussion of topics related to stress fiom a feminist perspective and thus offer wornen
alternate means of understanding their present circumstances.

Researchers have studied parent support groups uid p arentinz education groups to ascertain
whether parenting stress was reduced and social support was increased. They determined that
parenting stress was reduced in both groups and the sense of being supported increased for
both groups. However, the sense of increased support was greater for members within the
parent support group. This, the writer observes, speaks to the power of the support group in
meeting the need of receiving social support (Telleen, Herzog, Kilbane, 1989).

In providing a social work support group to deal with stress in the workplace, Wegener
(1992) discussed practical and realistic obstacles to providing such a group. Conducting a

g o u p can introduce factors in the environment which may impede individual and
professional efforts to reduce stress. That is, professionals providing support group services
in worlqlace settings must be extremely sensitive to avoid feelings of stigrnatization by the
membership. However, if one operates h m a strengths perspective, this stigrna c m be
minirnized. Workers can be encouraged to influence their work environments in positive
ways, not simply remain influenced by their work environments. Feminism can play a usefùl
role in assisting female workers to understand that their desire to seek out support in the form
of a group is not a sign of weakness, but rather a strength. That is, women accessing a group
for support and validation can be empowered to influence workpIace changes which may
actually reduce their levels of stress. For example, flexible work hours may be helpful in

assisting wornen carry out their multiple roles which includes c a r k g for children. Workplace
daycares may d s o ease the stress of child care.

Much o f the sociological and psychological research regardhg stress and social support can
be utilized in providing support groups to women using a feminist perspective. It is accepted
that some of this research was gathered without respect to gender roles and much was likely
gathered wïth little attention to context. However, clinical work rnust begïn in a fiarnework
of understanding the basic notions of stress and coping.

in considering the concept o f women and stress, it is noteworthy that stress research has

given Iittle consideration to the fact that the inequalities and inequities that women face day
to day are, in and of themselves, sources of stress. The iack o f acknowIedgment of this
context, ignores the reality that women have multiple and conflicting responsibilities.
Research has dernonstrated that men do not take on equal responsibility for child care and
household management, even in families where women are employed outside the home
(Lindsey, 1994).

Feminist group for women experiencing stress in their various roles, can be helpfûl in

rnaking stress more manageable. Also, this type of group can actually provide the n e c e s s q
eIements for women to influence their environments and to reduce the Ievel of stress in their
lives. A feminist group could potentially provide the support, validation, affirmation,
empowerment and connectedness individual members require ta affect positive changes in
their lives. For those people who feel alienated and isolated firom others, group members and

facilitators could provide education on alternative methods of interaction. Acceptance of
individudity and diversity may provide women with opportunities for successful social
relationships.

AI1 these factors can provide necessary support and contribute to stress

reduction.

THE BENEFITS OF GROUP WORK
Groups are the structure upon which larger society is built. They are the rneans through
which relationships with significant others are conducted (Toseland and Rivas, 1995). The
group completed for wornen experiencing stress, transition and social isolation was intended
to provide members an opportunity to develop supportive relationships. Facilitators planned
guide the group in an effort to allow the membership to practice interaction with others in

an emotionally safe setting.

Berman and Weinberg (1998), assert that, in its more advanced stages, members of groups
can become more experienced in collaboration, sharing and acceptance. Members are also
able to cope with social anvieties effectively and hear unpleasant messages. A group
experience has the capacity to provide its mernbership with the opporhinity to become more
socially connected and to broaden social skills. This can lead to greater intimacy and
authenticity in members' persona1 relationships. Since this group was offered to socially
isolated women, it appears to be an appropriate intervention.

Gottlieb, et aI, (1983) indicates that feminist groups can reduce women's isolation form one
another and attend to the political factors in women's lives. Facilitators planned to provide
a group in which the interactional components of stress (Magnusson, 1986) could be
examined and understood. Also, a major goal for facilitators in conducting this group was
to reduce the level of social isolation amongst the mernbership.

METHODOLOGY

SETTING

Group sessions at a large social seMce agency in Winnipeg. The Family Centre of Winnipeg

was established in 1937, receives provincial and private fûnding to provide supportive
services to families and has a broad based counselling department. This agency is centrally
located in order to meet rhe needs of the urban community and the &ter was o f the opinion
that this location would also be convenient for the members of the group. Farnily Centre is
known to support snidents in meeting the academic and clinical requirements for their
degrees. Students are invited and encouraged to meet degree requirements in the agency's
counselling department with close monitoring and supervision.

After speaking with acadernic advisors, it was determined that academic requirernents for the
practicum could be satis fied at the Farnily Centre of Winnipeg. That is, a member of the
clinical staff is a practicing social worker with a post-graduate degree. Hence, she met the
requirements to sit on the writer's practicum cornmittee. The Farnily Centre has group room
space on site which is cornfortable and is intended for group therapeutic use. Also, group
room space

is comected to videotape rooms where sessions can be unobtrusively

videotaped. The witer was required by academic advisors, to videotape al1 group sessions.
Videotapes o f sessions also served a practical utility, because, videotapes could be reviewed
in order to closely examine group process.

LENGTH OF GIQOUP

This was a long-terrn group which consisted of 30 sessions. The rationale for this decision
involveci the writer's professional experience which had demonstrated that deeper levels of
intimacy within the group seiting are achieved in longer t e m groups. Also, Yalom (1985)
indicates that extended lengths of tirne for group members within a group has been shown

to increase members' faith in the curative power of the group. According to Yalom (1 98S),
a longer term group strenaghens cohesiveness, self-understanding and interpersonal leaming.
These are al1 essential cornponents of effective group therapy.

Roth and Ross (1988) posit that long-term groups provide mernbers with a social
environment where patterns o f behavior and interaction are reflective of the larger social
context. This affords the memberships the opportunity to examine and correct ineffective and
destructive behavior. Roth and Ross (1988) also suggest that long-term groups provides the
oppominity for deeper levels of trust to develop arnongst members. They indicate that longer
term groups are more adaptive than shorter term groups. Specifically, the members can
develop greater tolerance and respect for diversity. They also argue that long-term groups
enhance the opportunity for both the group as a whole and individuals to develop maturity.

Since it was intended to achieve an atmosphere in which individual members could both give
and receive support, it was determined that a long-term g o u p would more likely serve the
needs of the client population identifred. This group was intended to reduce the level of
social isolation experienced by the membership and provide the opportunity to experience
satisfj6ng persona1 relationships. This was more Likely to be achieved within a long-term
S?OUP.

SCREENING PROCESS

The witer conducted two screening interviews with each potential group member. It was
necessary to conduct a total of two interviews since potential members required the
opportunity to explain their circumstances, the writer required background information and
goal attainment scaling was to be completed. These screening interviews were used to assess
client ability to share with others, cIient level of functioning and overall suitability to the
group. Memen and Meadow (1992) indicate that this is an important aspect of carrying out
the group screening process.

It was intended to use screening as a means of providing members with an understanding of
the group structure and process. In this way, clients were empowered with information so
that they could make informed decisions regarding their interest in the group. The writer also
attempted to establish a positive rapport and begin to build trust with each potential group
mernber. According to Memen and Meadow (1Wî), the group screening process can be used
as a vehicle to establish confidence in the leader. It is also important to irnpart information

regarding one's philosophy, educational and expenential background and orientation to
treatment- The writer made every effort to carry this out.

In carrying out these screening interviews, the writer worked with individual members to
address feelings of ambivalence regarding the group. ïhese feelings of ambivalence related
to members' perceptions regarding the process of the group, expectations of the facilitators
and fear of rejection andlor negative judgernent by both members and facilitators. This
provided the opportunity to address these issues as they emerged in the screening interviews.

As a means of balancing the rapport and relationship building which occurred between the

writer and the group members, the CO-faciiitatorwas invited to one screening session for each

group member. It was intended to provide individual members with the opportunity to
establish some degree of familiarity with the group CO-facilitalor.It was also intended to
minirnize the imbalance between the two facilitators in relationship building with the group
rnembers. It should be noted, however, that the writer was exc~usivelyresponsible for
deveIoping goal attainment scaiings with each client.

Prior to beginning the group therapy process, al1 members were required to sign a document
of consent, which verified that they agreed to be videotaped. (Appendix #1) This was to
ensure that al1 ethical requirements were met.

PLANNING PROCESS

Group structure was deveIoped which wouId capture the rationale for this intervention. It
was intended to promote the development of effective coping and stress management skills

within an atmosphere of acceptance, inclusiveness and reciprocity. This group was held on
Tuesday evenings f?om 7 to 9 p-m. The writer decided upon conducting group sessions in
the evening in order to accommodate those women in the paid labour force.

The actual start date and termination date of the group was determined prior to the
commencement of the actual sessions. This was to ensure that members could make
informed drcisions regarding the time cornmitment that they were making to the group. It
was planned that, if possible, these 30 sessions wouId run successively. However, since the
group continued over the summer months, the CO-facilitatorspoIIed the group regarding their
summer holiday plans. It was agreed that since several group members had holiday plans
which overlapped, one group session would be canceled. This cancellation occurred on Iuly
25, 2000, and consequently, the group was extended an additional week. The actual

commencement date of the group was February 22, 2000 and the termination date was
moved forward to September 19,2000.

During screening sessions, potential group members were polled to determine what evening

was most convenient for the membership. Ultimately, facilitators were required to conduct
the group on Tuesday evenings because there was avaiIable space within the setting only
dunng this time. Facilitators opted to commence group sessions at 7 p.m. This was intended
to meet both the needs of the CO-facilitatorsand the membership at large. Specifically, this

would allow women to attend to mealtime and childcare responsibilities prior to their arriva1
at group- It appeared counterproductive to add to the stressors o f these women's lives.

Group CO-facilitatorselected to lead 2 hour sessions with a 15 minute break at the mid-point
of each session. The rationale for this was pnrnarily based on previous group work
experience. 2 hour sessions allow the membership sufficient time to share and process
thoughts and feelings as well as to deepen relationships and connections. The 15 minute
break served several useful functions. First, this short break reduces the level of interruption
within forma1 session time since members can use the break to make necessary telephone
calls, use washroom facilities and move about without distraction fkom the group. This also
provided the membership with the opportunity to distance themselves from the highly
emotionally charged content of the actual session. Third, members utilized this break time
to Iearn about different dimensions of their personalities and other aspects of their Iifestyles.
The relaxed atmosphere within the group room during this break seemed to facilitate an
exploration of humorous aspects of the mernbership's lifestyles and personalities.

Group CO-facilitators have learned from past experience, that there are several clinical
benefits of taking a short break at the mid-point of each group session. The opportunity to
provide feedback and share observations related to group process allowed CO-facilitatorsto
deal with matters in an allied fashion during the final portion of each group session. There

were, in fact, situations in which one facilitator made observations that had eluded the other
facilitator. It has also been the writerfs experience, that after approximately one hour in
session, facilitators often require a break nom the emotional intensity of the group.

PRACTICUM COMMITTEE

A combination of faculty advisors and a social worker employed in the social work

comrnunity comprised the membership of the practicum cornmittee . Professor Kathy
Levine \vas the pnmary advisor within the Faculty of Social Work. Prof. Esther Blum was
the secondary advisor on this cornmittee, chosen for her expertise in the area of group work..
Ms. Jane Markesteyn, MSW, agreed to function as the third member of the Practicum
Committee. She had been selected because of her extensive social work experience as well
as the fact that she is employed by Family Centre of Winnipeg. Ms. Markesteyn provided
ongoing clinical supervision in carrying out the actual group work.

THERAPISTS

This group was CO-ledby two female facilitators, the writer and a colleague who together
have had several years of grououp work experience. It should be noted that both facilitators
have a social work background and sirnilar theoretical and expenential perspectives. The Co-

facilitators have worked providing group therapy for more than five years. The therapists
received clinical supervision throughout this time and have worked through problems in
individual clinical styles, as they have occurred.

Levine & Dang (1979-80) explain that the relationship between CO-facilitatorscan be
explained as a group itself. Conflict can emerge between facilitators and, if not addressed or

resolved appropriately, can have a negative influence on the group. This therapy was
conducted fiom a feminist perspective, thus there was a professional cornmitment and a
degree of comfort with this working style.

Division of labour in providing this group was determined pnor to the commencement of the
group. It was agreed that the writer would take primary responsibility for the group as this
is a requirement for the completion of the degree for a Masters in Social Work. This pnmary
responsibility included advertising for potential members, conducting individual screening
interviews and completing al1 necessary follow-up work prior to and between sessions.

Since it was planned that this group would use a feminist treatment perspective, it was
important for the therapist to join and make connections with women bearing in mind sex
role cornmonalities (Bricker-Jenkins, 1991). The writer's CO-facilitatoragreed to attend a
final screening interview with potential members. The purpose of this introduction was to
provide the membership with the opportunity to experience the CO-facilitator as a
professional woman who is sensitive to their needs as women. That is, it was anticipated that
this would begin the process of rapport building and trust. AdditionalIy, it was intended that,
in shanng this task, it would reduce the members' perception that there was marked
differences in power between facilitators.

Group CO-facilitatorsplanned for the structure and process of each group session together.
Wherever possible, g o u p CO-facilitatorsworked to ensure that there was an equal balance
of power between them within group sessions. Group members were, however, aware of the

fact that the writer had additional responsibilities in providing for this group as it provided
the b a i s for this practicum report. Co-facilitators engaged in formal debnefing following
each session and met together with the clinka1 s u p e ~ s o on
r a bi-weekly basis. The cofacilitator met, on occasion, with the Practicum Cornittee and academic members of the
cornmittee, in order to provide feedback and obtain additional clinical and theoretical
information regarding the leadership of the group.

It is aclcnowledged that CO-facilitatorinvolvement for this practicum is sometvhat unique, in
that, the wrïter7s CO-facilitatortook a very active role in al1 aspects of the process and
structure of the group. This is due to the fact that, in establishïng group goals, the writer
identified developing improved CO-therapyrelationships as a specific goal. (Appendix #I 1)
It was considered necessary to maintain this active involvement in order to achieve this end.

According to (McGee & Schuman, 1970), CO-therapycan offer the respective therapists a
valuable leaming opportunity regarding their clinical strengths and areas requinng growth.
Since it was the writer's intention to strengthen clinical skills, the CO-therapyarrangement
provided the opportunity for this. In the debnefing process, CO-facilitators shared
observations made and provided each other with constructive feedback. This served to
broaden the understanding of the group process and to further develop clinical skills.

Literature suggests that CO-facilitationis not clearly advantageous over a single facilitator,
but that it c m be useful in some situations (Toseland and Rivas, 2995). These authors have

outlined several circumstances where CO-facilitationmay be the optimum choice for working

with groups. Co-facilitators must not be in r e ~ l a conflict
r
and must be able to work well
together. It is important that one facilitator is not clearly more experienced than the other.
The benefits of a CO-facilitationsituation include the fact facilitators c m be supportive of one
another and can rnodel positive relationships for the rnernbership (Toseland and Rivas,

In conducting group work, a major benefit of CO-facilitation involves variability in the
analysis and perceptions of the group process. One facilitator may clearly observe interaction,
body laquage o r non-verbal communication that the other neglects to see. Also, one
facilitator may bring clinical stren,oths that the other lacks. This position is supported by
Davis & Lohr (197 1).

Since this group was conducted utilizing a feminist perspective, two female facilitators have
the opportunity to mode1 cooperation as opposed to cornpetition among wornen, respect for
differences and connectedness. In Feminist Groupwork, (Butler & Wintrarn, 199l), identie
these issues as extremely important in meeting women's needs. Women have been
encouraged to interact in a divisive manner, by cultural cues. Facilitators can mode1 how to
interact in a cooperative, respectfûl fashion. This respect includes a respect for diversity.
Davis & Lohr (1971) identify this as a positive aspect of CO-facilitation.

INTERVENTION

SUBJECTS & CRITERIA FOR MEMBERSHIP

Recruitment of the group's membership was accessed through several sources. Farnily Centre
Counselling Department staff had advised that it would be unlikely that sufficient referrals
would be generated from their agency alone. Therefore, the writer advertised within the
agency and a large Company, which provided an EAP service for the agency. The writer also
accessed and utilized professional affiliations with colleagues employed in various other
social agencies as a rneans of securing an adequate referral base. (Appendix #2&3)

Counsellon making referrals were not required to provide any written information regarding
their clients. Referrals were made either in person or by telephone, to provide specific
information related to each client from the individual making the referral. It should be noted
that some potential group members actually made direct contact, as they did not have a longterm relationship with an individual counsellor. Many of these potential members had
accessed EAP services on a one-time only basis.

Potential group members identified themseives as experiencing a great deal of stress,
AdditionaIly, they were required to be undergoing some f o m o f life transition. Transitions
considered significant included women whose marital status, employment status, and/or
family structure had recently changed. This also included women who were experiencing a
Iife cycle transition. The specific transitions which women experienced ofien lef? them with
a dearth of roles. That is, women who recenay experienced a marital separation had lost their
role as wife. Women who had lost their employment had also lost their role as employee.

A consideration in obtaining referrals for possible candidates for group included a sense of

social isolation experienced by these womem. This was strictly a perception, in that, social
isolation was identified by members as a problern in their lives. This was not based on the
amount or quality of their personal relationships but rather their perception of their social
isolation. The significance of this particular criterion was identified within the literature as
a primary consideration in individual ability to manage stress.

Clinical assessrnent guidelines were utilized (Toseland & Rivas, 1995) in determining group
suitability of individual women. This group could be considered to have considerable
heterogeneity, in that, members had markedly different socioeconomic backgrounds.
Mernbers were brought together based on the cnteria of being under stress, in transition and
sociaIIy isolated. Because of the mode of intervention, verbal communication skills were
considered an important characteristic of potential members. Lf, in the writer's opinion,
certain women lacked basic English skills, they would not be considered suitable candidates
for the group.

Based on p s t g o u p expenence, it was detennined that those women with obvious or
diagnosed severe mental health problems, would be excluded kom this group process. In
determining mental health, there was some reliame upon individual therapists who made
referrals to the group. These therapists were asked for their assessrnents of the mental health
of their clients. Although several group members were identified as clinically depressed, no
one was referred who could be considered psychotic in any way. LethaIity assessments were
conducted d u h g screening interviews. Since social connectedness \vas such an important
aspect of this group process, it would not be usefil for individual members or the grooup as
a whole, to include women who were unable to develop or sustain relationships.

When advertising for referrals for the group, it was cIearly outlined that voluntary clients
were being sought. It should be noted that there were no referrals made where it was
detennined that clients were referred against their wishes.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MEMBERSHIP

The women who initially made up the membership of the group ranged in age fiom 26 years
to 6 1 years of age. Six of eight of the ori@naIgoup members were over 35 years of age. The
wnter was initially reluctant to accept a younger member to the group as it was anticipated
that a strong sense of co~ectednessmay be difficult to establish, given disparity in life cycle
stages. Fortunately, a second group member in her twenties was also referred to the group.
Both women in their twenties were accepted to the group and appeared to relate as peers.

Members of the group were experiencing transitions related to marital, parental and
employment stahis. Three group members had recently separated kom their spouses. Two
of these women had been rnanied more than twenty five years, which seemed ro make
transition particularly difficult. The third woman who had recently separated, had left her
adolescent chikiren in the care of their father. She had also become involved in a lesbian
relationship. A fourth group member had recently been widowed, One group member had
made a decision to adopt her granddaughter, just prior to the commencement of the group.
The remaining group members were in the process of rnaking career changes and were in the
process of coming to terms with umesolved childhood issues, such as physical and sexual
abuse.

Al1 group members identified themselves as socially isolated. Al1 were estranged fi-om most
or al1 of their relatives in their farnilies of ongin. It appeared that this was often necessary for
rnany of the women to protect themselves, since they had endured sigificant abuse within
their families o f origin.

These women also identified problems in making and keeping

fnendships. Group members descnbed their fnendships as lacking in genuine intimacy and
emotional support. Many women expressed anxiety and apprehension in allowing themselves
to be vulnerable enough to risk intimacy in their persona1 relationships.

Many of the group members experienced significant financial stress, in part, due to the
transitions they were undergoing at the commencement of the group. However, rnost had

specific training andior university educations. Al1 members appeared to possess the cognitive
ability to benefit Eom the therapeutic process-

GROUP PROCESS

In keeping with the feminist perspective and group work practice, facilitators attempted to
assist in the empowement of the group rnembers by providing them with the fieedom and
flexibility to determine some aspects of group structure. For exarnple, CO-facilitatorsposed
a question to the group at the end of the f i s t session. This question was provided to the

membership to evoke thought about stress and its management between sessions. Following
this initial session, the membership provided positive feedback about the question that had

been posed and informed the CO-facilitatorsthat this had, in fact, been thou&t provoking.
Several members explained that pondering this question throughout the week had enhanced
their awareness of stress and its management in their [ives. Also, several members took it
upon themselves to journal their thoughts related to the question and referred to their journal
entnes in the subsequent session. This created the establishment of a n o m within group in
which members began the process of personal joumaling and sharing their thoughts and
feelings related to the questions in subsequent sessions.

After oniy a few sessions, the group was restructured. One hour of session time was devoted

to group members processing of the questions posed at the end of the previous week's
session.

Co-facilitators chose to identi& and address practical issues related to the group at the
beginning of each session. These practical issues referred to such items as the use of the
space and facilities within the Family Centre of Winnipeg. For example, group members
were made aware that other counselling goups were being conducted within the agency and
issues related to confidentiality and security were addressed. Group members were made
aware of the locations of washrooms and telephones intended for public use. Once
facilitators had clearly established this structure, members volunteered practicaI information
to the general rnembership at this point of the session.

As CO-facilitatorsprovided a fknework for the structure within group sessions, the group
membership began to expand upon this. Over time, the structure of the group took f o m as
the membership provided feedback regarding their cornfort and satisfaction with the salient
aspects of group. Eventually, group structure included a bnef update at the beginning of each
session regarding practical issues. This was followed by a discussion of the previous week's
question. Following break, facilitators led the membership in discussions related to stress

and its management and the impact of women's issues as it related to emerging themes.
Facilitators closed each session with a question to be answered over the subsequent week.

Co-facilitators took responsibility in the establishment of clear boundaries regarding the start
and end time for each session. Tt was recognized that members could become so absorbed
in processing salient topics that they would lose track of time. This had the potential to
create boundary problems, sub-groupings and resentments. Therefore, facilitators quickly
established the n o m that group ended promptly at 9 p.m.

Careful consideration was given to the termination process, so members could emotionally
prepare for the loss of the group as a source of support. Toseland and Rivas (1995) identified
the fact that group members often experience a sense of loss related to the termination of
P'UP-

GROUP STRUCTURE

Facilitators planned, prior to the commencement of the group, that some elements of the
actual group structure could be defined by the mernbership. Toseland and Rivas, (1 995)
indicate that groups with an element of structure c m provide an efficient means by which
members can achieve their goals. Therefore, it was desirable to have structure, but it was
intended to provide mernbers with a sense of ownership for the group in providing thern with
the opportunity to develop some of this structure.

It was necessary for facilitators to direct the structure exclusively during the first two
sessions. This was due to the fact the rnembers required information regarding the facility
in which group was conducted. It was essential to lead the members in an exercise whereby
they would become somewhat familiar with one another. There were certain non-negotiable
rules for the group. These two rules were respect and confiidentiality. They were discussed
within the group session at some length. Finally, members were led in a discussion
regarding the group goals which were placed on the group goal attainrnent scales. (See
Appendix # 11)

During these frrst two sessions, facilitators addressed specific tasks by completing one task
prior to the fifteen minute break, then attending to a second task.. Just prior to the end of the
first session, facilitators posed a question to the mernbers to consider throughout the
following week. This was intended to assist the members on becorning focused on the group
and the work they were undertaking. This was a very usefiil exercise, in fact, in the
following session, mernbers reported that they gave this a great deal of consideration
throu&out the week. They discussed their thoughts about this at some Iength in the second
session.

Facilitators did not provide the members with a question at the end of session #3. Several
members expressed disappointment about this. They informed facilitators that, not only had
they been giving these questions a great deal of thoughtfid consideration throughout the
week, several had actually been writing their thoughts in journals.

During the fourth session, facilitators reintroduced the weekly question or "Thought for the
Week." Members appeared to establish journal writing as a group norm and actually began
to bring their joumals to group sessions to share the contents dunng discussions.

Addressing the previous week's question comprised one hour of the structure of subsequent
group sessions. The weekly question provided facilitators with the opportunity to work with
the membership on emerging themes. These questions becarne more sophisticated as the

group progressed. However, facilitators replarly asked members if they comprehended the
weekly questions. Based on their answers, it appeared that they did so.

The final established structure of the group consisted of a weekly "check-in" which provided
individual members with the opportunity to report and explore personal events in their lives.
Then, facilitators led discussions regarding the weekly questions. This allowed facilitators
to impart information about stress management issues to the membership on a rather
informal basis.

There was some variation to this structure in that occasionally the session time allotted for
"check-in" and addressing the weekly question was reduced. This was to allow time for
additional exercises, such as the family of ongin exercise which is discussed in hrther detail
Iater in this document.

Members were given power in establishing the structure of the group. They accepted this
power, and successfully developed a structure which had therapeutic value.

MEASURES AND CLIENT PROFILES

MEASURES

Goal Attainment ScaIes (Sheafor et al, 1997) were utilized as a means of determining the
benefit of this intervention. The rationale for using this measure, involves the fact that goals
are established both by individual clients and the social worker. This is respecthl of

individuality and diversity among group members. The clients thus, have some degree of
input and, in the writer's opinion, are empowered through this process.

Goals selected by the client and social worker comprise the goal attainment scales. The
"Goal Attainment Follow-up Guide" in this case, has a total of five identified goals which
are divided into a succession of scales. Each scale identifies a potential client outcome and

there are five scales for each identified goal. There are three steps in completing the guide
which include:

" 1.
Identzfj. the major areas of fuzctioning in wlzicli
intervention is expected to have an impact.

2.
Assignanl<mbertoeachgoalareatoindicatei~s
importance irt cornparison with other goal areas.

3.
each

SpeczfiJve levels of possible orttconte irz relation to
goal area." (Sheafor et al, 1997) (Appendix W- 11)

Ail individua1 goal attainment scales were completed pnor to the initial session of the
group. The group goal attainment scales was completed by the membership during the
first session. Because of the lengthy duration of the group, progress of each individual
group rnernber and the g o u p as a whole was evaluated on session #15. That is, individual

members were asked to mark their progress on their individual goal attainment scales at
that tirne.. Also, members were asked to corne to a consensus decision regarding the
scoring of the group goal attainment scales. Finally, the writer completed an evaluation of
her leaming goals using the goals-anainment scales which was developed for this
purpose, at this tirne. (Appendix #I 1)

Members marked their progress on the group goal attainment scales dunng session #29. It
was detemined that this was the most appropriate time to measure the group goal
attainment scaling, since the final session was intended to be strictly a celebration of the
completion of the group. Individual goal attainment scales were completed by the
members in the presence of the *ter

during exit interviews. It should be noted that al1

exit interviews were completed within a week o f the termination of the group. The writer
completed her final goal attainment scales immediately following the last session of the
group.

CLiENT PROFILES

Screening interviews

were completed with nine women who comprised the initial

membership of the group. AU nine women attended the initial group session. Dunn; this first
session, one woman informed the group that she was scheduled to have surgery the following
week, It was planned that she would miss two to three sessions following this, but would
retum to the group. However, she never retumed and did not make any contact to indicate

her intentions. Several attempts were made to contact this member, but telephone messages
were not returned.

Eight women compnsed the complete group membership for several sessions following
session one One rnember stopped attending following the eighth session. She later indicated
that she had been quite physically il1 and had not been able to carry out her day to day duties.

The group continued for several sessions with an active mernbership of seven. At session 12,
another mernber stopped attending. She contacted the writer and several group members to
advise that she had contracted mononucleosis and would be unable to attend the group for
an indefinite period of tirne, although she expressed her desire to retum.

The members profiled were members accepted into the group.

Member A is a twice divorced, professional womam in her late thirties. She had been in
individual counselling for several years. Her counselloor descnbed her as very personable and
intelligent, but lacking in self esteem, Member A's caounsellor advised that member A was
recently fired fkom her last employment position. S h e has recently decided that she wishes
to make a career change. This has placed member A 6n transition.

Member A met with the writer on two separate occasiams for the purpose of group screening.
She discussed her circumstances at some lena&.

She informed the writer that she grew up

in England and emigrated to Canada as a young adult-. She explained that she was brought

up in a nuclear intact family with many siblings. Thus, she lacked nurturing and attention.
She described her mother as an extremely angry, distanPt and sornetimes, abusive woman. She
also informed the writer that she did not have the oppaortunity to build lasting relationships
as a child, since her parents constantly moved. This necessitated many schooI changes.

Member A informed the writer that she moved to Canada d e r she married her first husband.
He too, e m i p t e d fkorn England. She explained that, shiortly after her arriva1 in Canada, their
relationship begm to deteriorate and eventually led to tfieir separation.

Just following her separation, member A became in-volved with a Canadian man. This
relationship was initially quite satisfjmg and the couple married very soon after meeting.
Once married, member A moved with her husband to his farnily f m . She found this move
to be rather isolating and experienced some culture ; shock since this lifestyle was very
unfarniliar to her. She found that her husband was rathier cold and distant to her and more

involved with his extended family than with her. She indicated that she was, however,
reluctant to end this relationship since it would have been her second failed marriage.

Member A indicated that sbe had two children with her second husband prior to separating
from hirn. He now has custody of the children and she sees her children, but infkequently.
The end of this rnarriqe apparently contributed to significant financial and emotional
problems for member A. She questioned her ability to establish and maintain personal
relationships.

Member A spoke about her career change as a necessary move. She explained that her
previous career created so much stress that she could no longer continue in this line of work.
She indicated that she was not sure that she will find her new career choice satisfying. She
simply did not have enough information yet to make a decision in this regard.

Afier receiving initial information about the group, A expressed a strong interest in becoming
a g o u p member. She appeared enthusiastic about attending the group. (Appendix #4) She
attended the group

regularly and completed the thirty session cornmitment.

MEMBER B
Member B was referred to the wrïter by an individual counsellor, who informed me that she

had seen member B on o d y a few occasions. She stated that rnember B is quite socially
isolated, but has many responsibilities and demands on her time. She is primarily responsible
for her aging mother who recently had a stroke. She has very little status with members of
her family of origin as males are much more highly valued than fernales. Member B is the
only female in her sibling group.

According to her individual counsellor, rnember B is expenencing stress and transition due
to the fact that she is in the process of adopting her six year old granddaughter. This

granddaughter was apparently placed with member B after having been severely physically
abused by her daughter's boyfnend. This has caused considerable strain between member B
and her daughter and they no longer speak.

Member B attended two separate screening interviews for the purpose of group screening and
establishment of pjoals. She informed me that she is 52 years old, has been married hvice and
is divorced. She is unemployed, and is receiving social assistance. She identified several
stressors in her Iife at present and explained that she is quite socially isolated.

Member B indicated that her mother presently demands a great deal of her time. This is due
to the fact that her rnother recently had a stroke and requires assistance in carrying out her
activities.

In i d e n t i m g additional stressors, member B stated that she is a polio s u ~ v oand
r thus has
nurnerous health problems as a result.

Member B discussed the fact that she has great difficulty in trusting herself and others in
personal relationships. She shared her opinion that she tends to sabotage her persona1
fkiendships and relationships by becoming very needy and seeking out a great deaI of
ernotional support. She intimated that she is concerned that she would not be accepted by
others in a group situation and that, she will have difficulty trusting others.

In spite of member B's hectic schedule and fears about the group process, she becarne rather
eager about the possibility of attending and aflkned her cornmitment to becoming a member
of the group. (Appendix #5) Member B attended and completed the thirty session group.

ME-MBER C
Mernber C was referred by her EAP counsellor, who she had been seeing on an individual
basis. This counsellor indicated that member C was in her early sixties and is presently on
stress leave from her clerical position with a church. She was somewhat anxious and
depressed at the time the referral was made. The counsellor stated that this was precipitated
by the fact that she and her husband have recently separated after 32 years ofmarriage.

Member C attended two screening appoinûnents with the writer and explained that she was
feeling quite depressed. She stated that, although she was expenencing a major transition as
a result of her marital separation, although she was not grieving the loss of relationship with

her husband. This was due to the fact that she was very unhappily married. She stated that
she had isolated herself fkom support fiom others due to the stigma of separation.

In discussion, member C advised that she was on stress leave due to the fact that she had
somewhat of an ernotional breakdown at work. She apparently became quite frustrated with
two staff members to whom she had provided clerical support. She became intensely an=
and explosive at work. This precipitated her stress leave.

Member C explained that she had taken virîually no action regarding a legal separation or
divorce. She mentioned that she is very fnghtened to do so, in part, because she is fearfù1 of
her husband. She had been pressured by Kends and relatives to take action and considered
this very stressful-

Mernber C was very ea,oer about attending the group. She explained that she was looking
fonvard to broadening her social network and to learning more about stress management.
(Appendix #6)
Member C attended the group regularly and was an action participant within the group. She
cornpleted the thirty group sessions.

MEMBER D
Member D was referred by her EAP counsellor. This counsellor explained that member D
is in her late fifties aild recently separated fiom her husband. She did not initiate the
separation and was very saddened by the end of her marriage. Also, member D ran a famiIy

daycare in her home, which was her only source of income. She was not be able to continue
with this employment as she had to sel1 the marital home.

Member D attended interviews on two separate occasions for the purpose of group screening.
She appeared quite distraught about her present circurnstances. She stated that she was under
the impression that she and her husband had a rather happy rnarriage until he requested a
separation.

Member D advised that she has fnends here but now felt sornewhat displaced because she
was no longer living with her husband. She comrnented on the fact that she was in transition

with her changed marital statu, the fact that she was forced to sel1 her home and would lose
her source of income. She also mentioned that she was uncertain as to whether she should
continue living here or whether she should return to her home town.

Member D was very enthusiastic about the prospect of attending the group. She indicated
that she was hopeful that it would reduce her feelings of isolation and rnight assist her in
coping with her feelings. She explained that she had rnany fiiends but felt isolated f?om them
as they were a11 married and she was now single. She expressed a desire to deveIop social
connections with women experiencing sirnilar stressors and transitions to herself. Member

D completed the group as a regularly attending member. (Appendix #7)

MEMBER F

Member F was referred by her EAP counsellor. She contacted the wrïter directly and
therefore, no information was provided by the counsellor. This EAP counsellor is actually
her partner's therapist. Member F requested that both she and her partner be considered for
rnembership to the group. She was infomed that this plan would not likely be beneficial to
the group or to the couple's relationship. Therefore, it was agreed that both member F and
her partner wouId attend a screening interview, at which point we would corne to some
consensus as to who would likely benefit most from the group.

When i n t e ~ e w e dit was apparent that Member F was under more stress than her partner and

was most certainly in transition. It was quickly deterrnined and agreed that member F would
be considered the candidate for group.

Member F attended a total of three screening interviews. She is in her late thirties and
recently separated fiom her husband. She was in the process of finding her own apartment
in the city as these interviews were being conducted. She explained that she had struggled
with depression for years and attributed the ending o f her mariage to this problem.

Member F advised that she would very much Iike to attend the group bccause she has poor
coping skills. She explained that she becomes stressed rather easily and tends to either
become quite needy and clingy to others, or to withdraw. She expressed feelings of sharne

regardinz her own needs and indicated she has diEculty trusthg others. She added that she

was expenencing stress about the fact that she had not shared with her children that she was
involved in a new relationship.

Member F was on sick leave fkom work at the tirne that screening interviews were conducted.
It was clear that member F was expenencing stress, transition and some social isolation when
the screening interviews were conducted. However, this writer was concemed about the
severity of her problems. Member F was very interested in attending the group, so the writer
agreed to her rnernbership in the group, if she aIso attended individual counseIlin,o in
conjunction with attending the group. Member F agreed to this condition and it was relatively
easy for her to make these arrangements. She already had a relationship with an individual
counsellor, who she had seen for several years previously. Member F simply resumed her
work with this counsellor- After having releases of information signed, the writer contacted
this counsellor and informed her of member F's involvement in the group. She was
supportive of member F's plan to attend. Member F attended the group almost to it
completion, then terminated with the group only a few sessions prior to termination.
(Appendix #9)

Member G is a woman in her late twenties, who was referred by her EAP counsellor.
Mernber G contacted the writer directly, so no direct information was received fiom this

counsellor. Two screening interviews were conducted with member G and learned that she

had only seen her EAP counsellor on one occasion, but planned to continue- Member G
explained that she had been traumatized as a chîld, but had chosen to deal with this by
repressing thoughts and feelings. She began to expenence difficulty when she found she
could no longer use this as an effective coping mechanism. She expressed a strong desire to
make some significant Iife changes.

Member G admitted that she has no close persona1 fiiendships with women and is estranged
fiom her family. She expressed a strong interest in making female fiendships. She described
herself as quite cIosed with others and lacks abilities in making cIose persona1 fnendships.
She was v e r -eager to attend the g o u p in order to broaden her social network, enhance her
social skills and to give and receive support.

It was initially of some concern that mernber G may feel like an outsider in the group as al1
of the mernbers who had been accepted to the group were significantly older than member

G. They were in a different stage in the Iife cycle. However, another member close in age to
member G had also been referred to the group just prior to its commencement. It was
speculated that ,if this member was accepted to the group, member G would likely feel more
cornfortable in the group.

Member G attended the group regularly until the tweIfth session. She was no longer able to
attend as she contracted mononucleosis. She planned to r e t m if she became well in the near
future. However, she never did.

MEMBER H

Member H is a single mother in her mid-hventies, who was referred to the miter by a pnvate
counsellor who had learned about the group through an EAP prograrn. There was very little
referral information provided regarding Mernber H, so this was gathered through screening
sessions.

Member H indicated that she is onginally fkom another province and has few fiends and
relatives upon whom she can rely. She was therefore, socially isolated. Member H explained
that she was now unsure about continuing her present cornmon-law relationship. Also,
member H had been having health problems which had yet to be diagnosed. As a result, she

was lacking physical energy and was unable to make significant life changes because she did
not have the energy to do so.

Member H indicated that her doctor suggested that her lack of energy may be stress related.
She explained that she has never had the opportuniîy to l e m good stress management skills.

Member H expressed interest in the group, but was concerned that her lack of energy might
affect her ability to attend. It should be noted that member H did become il1 after attending
several group sessions and did not complete the group.

MEMBER J

Member J was reEerred by her EAP counsellor. She is in her fifties, married, and is working
in a professional position. She planned to separate from her husband and make a career
change in the n e z fùture. This counsellor indicated that member J had worked very hard at
her own personal growth and would likely be a v e r -involved group member.

Two screening interviews were conducted with Member J. She stated that she emigrated
to Canada ii-om Spain as a young adult. She and her first husband separated a few years later.
She married her second husband shortly after this and they brought up their children together.
Member J has a todal of f o u children and three stepchildren, al1 of whom are now adults.

Member J stated s h e would like to change her career as well, but did not know what career
path she would like to pursue. She explained that she was limited by the fact that although
she speaks English well, her writing skills, in English, are poor. This Iimited her career
options.

In discussion, memiber J informed me about al1 the stress management activities in which she
was engaged. She was very involved in new age religion and activities. In spite of the
cornfort this proviaed member J, she expressed a strong interest in the group, as she hoped
to become more comected to women, who she could consider peers.

Member J was accepted to the group but attended only the first session. She had previously
idormed me that she would not be present for the second session as she was undergoing
minor siugery She did not return to the group and did not contact the writer. She did not
respond to the writer's efforts to make contact with her.

EMERGING THEMES

CONTEXT OF EMERGING THEMES

This gmup began with individual women experiencing stress, transition and social isolation.
That is, these were the elements of obvious cornmonality amongst the group members. Most

members reported they had never had a group experience prior to attending this group.
Dunng the first three sessions, members did not interact as a cohesive group, but rather as
individuals who were unsure of group norms and expectations. This is understandable since
facilitators were in the process of clarifjing boundaries and norms for the group at that point.

It became apparent that members were interacting with one another in a rnanner which could
be descnbed as cornpetitive. Facilitators worked at establishing norms of inclusivity and
reciprocity in support. Once these were in the process of being established, the group
becarne cohesive, mernbers began sharing personal information about themselves and their
feelings and specific themes began to emerge.

COMMUNICATION

At the onset of group sessions, it was apparent that many of the women lacked comectedness
to others and were significantly isolated. Many identified intense needs for attention and to
feel numired by others. However, this writer, independently and in discussion with the group
CO-facilitator,came to the conclusion that group members appeared to have an indirect style
of communicatirg and expressing their needs. For example, it was observed that individual
group members tended to deny their need for attention but engage in attention seeking
behaviour within the group. They would do so by taiking loudly and at great length despite
the fact that they had been made aware that group discussion time was to be shared amongst
the membership.

It becarne apparent to the writer that the indirect style of communication as well as an
unwillingness or inability to express needs directly, may be related to a stereotypic female
style of communication. In response, facilitators asked the members to explore how they
communicate their needs and why they use this rnanner of communication. Initially, group
rnembers had difficulty acknowledging that they had unmet needs in this regard. However,
with the assistance of the facilitators, mernbers were eventually able to recognize that they
did have needs and intense desires to express these needs to others. Several members
admitted that they made attempts to have their needs met by others through feigning illness
or injury. Also, they discussed their use of more manipulative styles of expressing needs.

Facilitators and members discussed the socialization process in which women are taught to
be nurturers of others, not self-nurturers or recipients o f nurturing. With some exploration,

the members were able to challenge this stereotype and be,oin to express needs more directly.

Women's issues were a constant theme within every session, but were particularly important
in the area of communication. It is, the writer believes, worthy of mention, that one member,
in particular, stated that her husband did not aliow her to have feelings. She later retracted
this statement and informed the group that she had reconsidered this. She was able to
acknowledge that she experiences a broad range of feelings, both positive and negative, and
that she aIways had these feelings. She redefined this as her husband's lack of respect or

discornfort with her feelings of expression.

Overall, the group members appeared to have a non-assertive style of relating to others and
acknowledged that they were reluctant to relate to others in an assertive fashion because of
fernale stereotyping which nesatively sanctions assertive behaviour for women. Facilitators
assisted in this process by directing discussion about the expectations of women, competition
between women and how competition between women serves to maintain the status quo.
Many of these discussions were quite anirnated and although many of these meinbers
acknowledged that they had discussed this very little in the past, they seemed keenly aware
of the oppression that wornen experience on a day to day basis.

FAMILY OF ORIGIN

Group CO-facilitatorsintroduced a farnily of ona& exercise within the group, once they were
sufficiently confident that the group was cohesive. Facilitators had led previous groups in
which members engaged in this exercise and found it to be a usehl vehicle in heightening
self-awareness amongst group members. This exercise was relative1y simple and group
members were instructed to draw a picture of their famiIy of ongin. Facilitators instructed
group members to simply recall a life event or situation in which they engaged in with their
farnily of origin that would reff ect their involvement in this family. Members were provided
with a large piece of paper and coloured markers to complete their pictures. They were
encouraged to focus on the information that they would gather and share with the group,
rather than on their artistic ability. Facilitators clarified that the quality of the pictures was
far less important than the emotion and thought that it was intended to provolie.

The facilitators chose to lead the group in this exercise for several reasons. Firstly, it was
apparent that members had formulated self-perceptions, values and beliefs which appeared
to be impacting upon their present functioning. For example, members acknowledged that
they were uncornfortabIe with the concept of engaging in a seIf-care activity, which was
stnctly for their own benefit. Althou& they did not articuIate their feelings clearly, the writer

was left with the impression that members experienced feelings of guilt and possibly shame
when considering these self-care activities. This exercise also proved useh1 in the members'
ability to experience, acknowledge and identiQ feelings. This is a function that facilitators
had previously recognized was underdeveloped in the membership.

The facilitators intended to lead the membership in an examination o f their socialization
processes and socio-cultural factors which were present in their formative years. The
cognitive schemata which the mernbership had been accessing appeared to negatively impact
their ability to cope with stress. There is a wealth of research to suggest that individual
cognitive schemata influences perception of experiences and influences behaviour.
(Hammen, et al, 1985, Mangrairn & Zuroff, 1994)

Once members had completed their pictures, they shared the rneaning o f these pictures with
the mernbership. This was a rather Iengthy process and took a total of four sessions to
complete. A total of seven members engaged in this process. It should be noted that other
group tasks were carried out during this period of time as weI1.

This exercise appeared useful, in that, members identified several past life events which
influenced their present ability to cope with stress. For example, one group member
identified the fact that her sibling's acting out behaviour caused her a great deal of anxiety.
She explained that she experienced this anxiety since she was often blamed for her sister's
misbehaviour. This mernber recognized that she had generalized ~ h i sanxiety, almost
continually expenencing the physiological effects of this anxiety. This afforded her the
opportunity to consider that she did not have to maintain a sense of responsibility for others'
behaviour. She also recognized how this habitua1 response was impacting her ability to cope
with stress. It was following this exercise that this member began to focus more specifically
on her own thoughts, feelings and behaviour.

LOCUS OF CONTROL

Complethg the family of origin exercise supported the w-riter's hypothesis that members'
perceptions ùivolved on extemal locus of control. Locus of control is defined as:

"...a generdized expectancy that one's outcomes are more
under personai control (intemal) or more under the control of
external forces such as luck, fate or powerful others
(external)." (Deherty, 2983)

In the case of the group members', "powerful others" appeared to constitute parents and,
often times, siblings within their farnilies of origin. It had been suggested by members, in
pnor group sessions, that negative self-perception had been supported and reinforced by
family members. This became clearer to the facilitators and to the members themselves,
when they discussed their childhood experiences. Many members identified that many of the
"myths" they had carried about themselves were actually imposed upon them by parents and
siblings. When the members shared distorted selfiperceptions within the group, they received
usefiil information and feedback fkom other mernbers. That is, the membership at large
would assert their disapproval of the criticism and negative reinforcement which an
individual member may have endured within her family of origin.

Research has demonstrated that those individuals with an extemal locus of control tend to
have less effective coping abilities than those with an internal locus of control (Doherty,
1983). Therefore, the process of disempowering these negative but powerfûl others seemed

significant.

There is research to suggest that, following a negative Life event, such as divorce, individuals
tend to shift in perception and Iocus of control is more externalized for a tirne. For example,
Doherty (1983) cornpleted a longitudinal study, over an eight year period, with women who
had become divorced. Findinss in this study were that, for up to a three year period following
divorce, women's locus o f control was more externalized than pnor to divorce. Following
this three year period, locus of control scores gradually retumed to their original rate. The

writer beIieves this research had significance for this group, as al1 women had expenenced
a highly stressfiil life event, and were in transition following this event. Therefore, it is
understandable that the women in the group made comments which suggested an external
locus of control. Facilitators led the members in several discussions to examine these
perceptions and the family of origin exercise elicited comments and discussion which
appeared to invite this-

In research involving locus of control, Sanger and Alk (1972) indicate that oppressed groups
are more likely to have a perception of an external locus of control than their less oppressed

counterparts. It is explained that this is ofien due to accurate perceptions, by oppressed
individuals, that they do have little control over their own oppression. Women can be
included in this oppressed group. Facilitators attempted to lead the group in the
acknowledgrnent and examination of the socio cultural factors, which cause stress in their
lives. It becarne apparent that many of the mernbers' values and beliefs regarding themselves
as women were formulated in childhood. For exampie, several mernbers shared that, within
their families or origin, they were given more responsibility, less attention, less nurturing and

less positive regard than their male siblings. Althou& they expressed some feelings of
resentrnent regarding this, many did not perceive this as a cultur21 issue. However, it becarne
more apparent as individual members shared family background information that this
devahing was a common childhood experience amongst them. They were able to comect

with one another regarding this and facilitators led them in an exploration of the values of
dominant culture. This appeared successfid, in that, members came to recognize that they did
not have to devalue themselves any longer, just to perpetuate cultural and familial themes.

FEELINGS IDENTIFICATION

In the initial sessions of the group, most rnembers expressed intense emotion, through their
behaviours. The writer observed that most rnembers were quite te&l

in the sessions, and

sometimes, wept openly. Body language and intonation in voice suggested feelings of anger
experienced by many group members. However, during a debriefing session following group,
facilitators recoagnized that rnembers were not using words to describe their feelings, and the
repertoire of feeling words used was quite limited. The most cornrnonly identified feelings
were anger and sadness. Facilitators eventually recognized that they were actually providing
members with the words to identiQ their emotions. This occurred on a trial and error basis,
by simply asking members if they were feeling a specific way.

Because members were identi@ng anger as a primary emotion experienced, the writer and
CO-facilitatoropted to devote one group session to the discussion of anger. The intended

purposes of this examination of anger included the exploration of sex role stereotyping and
how it impacts upon fernale expression o f an,oer- As discussed in The Invisible Web:

"..+women have been told that the expression of anger is
destructive to thernselves and to those around them who
depend on them, they are given the message that the image of
a caretaking person is incompatible with an a n g y person."
(Walters, et al, 1988)
The writer suspected that tirne devoted to a fiee expression of anger might release additional
underlying ernotions that members had not previously recognized, acknowledged or
expressed.

This session, in the -ter's

opinion, proved to be externely usefil. One rnember expressed

her anger at both her rnother and her father, however, it becarne apparent that she had
previously directed her expressions of anger toward her father. She then shared arggy
feelings related to her mother regarding her inability to assert herself and to meet her own
needs. This inability appeared to have a direct impact on this group rnember and her siblings,
because her mother did not advocate for or protect her children.

This discussion had a direct impact on another group member who identified very closely
with the description of this member's mother. She shared feelings of shame and anger toward
herself in remaining in an emotionally abusive marriage for many years. She explained that
she recently recognized that, because of her decision to remain in this marriage, her chikiren
were adversely affected.

The writer Ied this member in an exploration of the reasons why she would have remained

in this mariage. Again, this brought several wornen's issues to the forefiont for discussion
by group members. This member identified the fact that she wouId not have had any financial
means of support, aside firom social assistance, if s h e had lefi the marriage. She also
mentioned the fact îhat she had shared her marital probelems with her mother and had asked
if she and her sons could move into her parents' home- S he stated that her mother refised and

she believed her only reasonable alternative was to remain in the marriage. This exploration
provided the member who h3d been angry with her mother, with a new perspective. She was
able to recognize that there may have been many socio cuItural reasons that her mother chose
not to assert herself, over which she had Iittle control. This discussion appeared to increase
the level of depth in emotional intimacy for these group members and the rnembership as a
whole.

It is noteworthy to mention that, during the subseqilent session, the member 1 ho had denied
previously that she had feelings of anger toward others, had experienced a catharsis during
the previous week. She recanted her original comments and explained that she has angry
feelings about many things and toward several people. Sihe was able to articulate feelings of
anger quite succinctly.

Generally speaking, the session which focused on mger seemed to release members'
previously suppressed or repressed feelings. Also, over time, it served to assist the
membership in becoming more specific about angry feelings and to direct and focus this
anger into making positive changes. For exarnple, members began to make conscious choices

regarding what values and beliefs they wished to retain and those they wished to reject. This
direction of their anger seemed to be related to the examination of the beliefs, values and
perceptions promoted by dominant culture, which serves to keep women oppressed.

SELF CARE

As outlined in the Interactional mode1 of stress (Magnusson, 1986), factors which influence

one's ability to cope with stress include one's perception of stressfùl situations. Also,
individual physiology plays a role in the amount of stress experienced, given a specific
stressfiil event. Perception and relaxation become important aspects of stress management
when considered f?om this point of view.

Group facilitators planned to assist members in managing stress more effectively using
various methods of intervention. It quickly becarne apparent that al1 group members were
reluctant to engage in self-nurturing activities. As outlined by Domar (2000), women often
do not take the time to nurture themselves, as they have been socialized to believe this is
selfish-

Group facilitators spent considerable time assisting mernbers in exarnining their own
perceptions regarding self-care. The feminist perspective was very usehl in this regard, since
facilitators could make connections to the cultural expectations of women to be selfless, in
deference to the care of others. This was only one aspect of the cognitive restnicturing that
facilitators utilized in the group, to assist members in perceiving situations differently.

It is o f note that the reluctance of group members to engage in self-numring activities,
continued throughout several sessions. Facilitators revisited the issue of providing ourseIves
permission to engage in self-care activities. Many members commented on the fact that they
viewed attendance at the group as a means of self-care- They continued, however, to
experience difficulty in incorporating daily self-care activities onto their lifestyles.

In later sessions, group members identified the fact that engaging in self-caring activities was
difficult as much energy was expended in making successful transitions. Co-facilitators spent
a considerable arnount of time in the group focusing on cognitive restructuring. As
Magnusson (2986) points out, perceptions of events are extremely significant in the
management of stress. Personal histories appeared to play a significant roIe in the members'
perception of their circurnstances. Through the use o f the farnily of ongin exercise,
facilitators focused on these perceptions and provided alternatives. It is the &ter's opinion
that this was a very usehl tool in the group process.

Facilitators encouraged the members to increase their Ievel of insight and self-awareness,
through the use ofjournaling. There is considerable significance in reducing stress through
the resolution of inner conflict (Epstein, 1986). The questions posed weekly by facilitators
in order to provide members with the opportunity to become introspective served as the basis
for much of the members' journaling. Members reported that this was very usehl in
deepening self-awareness and in emotional catharsis.

Group members identified several self-nurtunng activities that they wished to become
involved with, as part of their individual goals. Many of these self-care activities were
intended to occur behveen group sessions. These goals included such activities as exercising
daily, going for w a k s and starting new social activities. In retrospect, these goals in self-

nurturing may have been, at least initially, too IofS for many of the group members. That is,
many of the members had onIy begun to engage in these activities as the group was coming
to a close. The membership may have been better served by the facilitators guidin; them in
relatively simple and brief reIaxation exercises that the membership could have engaged in
outside of group sessions. Specifically, the writer is referring to relaxation techniques pointed
out by Domar (2000). These include meditation and progressive body relaxation techniques.

STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT

There are numerous models of group development which the wnter has accessed, Glassman
& Kates (1990) review the Boston and T models of group stages o f development. Schiller

(1997) posits that the stages of women's groups might, in fact, take a different form than
children's or men's group. That is, women need less guidance and direction in developing
relationships and empathy than in dealing with issues of anger and conflict. It was the writer's
experience that this was most certainly true within this group.

Co-facilitators introduced the topic of group rules and norms during the first group session.
The facilitators emphasized the fact that the group itself belonged to the membership. They
encouraged the individual members to identie important mles and norms to develop an

atmosphere of emotional safety- Facilitators anticipated that the concepts of mutual respect
and confrdentiality would be identified by the membership. If these concepts were not

brought fonvard by the mernbers, it was planned that facilitators would suggest them.
Fortunately, facilitator intervention was not required and rnembers quickly identified these
as desired group rules.

In this pre-affiliation phase (Glassman & Kates, 1990), the facilitators were attempting to
guide the members in their investrnent in the group- Facilitators were keenly a-ware of the fact
that the members were looking for cues fiom them regarding sacnctioned and desirable
behaviours within the group. Facilitators also directed discussion related to the common
reasons why women had chosen to become members of the group. This was intended to
promote a sense of connectedness and commonality among the membership and to prornote
affiliation.

The writer observed that in this initial phase of the group some members were quite emotive
and had difficulty modulating intense ernotion. They provided the membership with a great
deal of factual information about their situations and were quite tearfiI and animated in
doing so. Other members shared feelings of apprehension in expressing feelings of
vulnerability. Faditators addressed this by assisting those members who were quite emotive,
in bnnging their comments to closure. This was purposeful on the part o f facilitators, That
is, there was a need, in the wrïter's opinion, to avoid flooding. (Toseland & Rivas, 1995)
Facilitators also emphasized that members had power to choose what specific persona1
information b e y wished to share with the group. This was qualified by statements that

facilitators would assist and support mernbers in taking some degree of risk in sharing as
well,

Schiller (1997) points out that the function of facilitators in the initia1 stages of groups

include:

"... lending a vision
'

...a dernand for work
...p roviding access to (herself)" (Schiller, 1997, pg- 9)

The writer believes that facilitators successfblly engaged in these practices. Facilitators
guided the group in a discussion about its goals in the initial session. This was required for
the Goal Attainment Scaling and, it appeared, to evoke a great deal of thought regarding
shared purpose. This exercise also created a dernand for work by the facilitators and initiated
the n o m that the group rnembers would be involved in various tasks throughout the life of
the group.

Facilitators provided access tu themselves by sharing their experiences of stress as women
with multiple roles and various experiences. This was initiated by facilitators engaging in the
group exercise of introducing someone else. Facilitators introduced each other and shared
various aspects of their personal experiences with group members. This sharing, when
relevant, continued throughout the group sessions.

It is the witer's opinion that this group moved to its second phase in session #4. There are
various group theories to describe this stage. For exarnple, Glassman and Kates (1990) refer
to the Boston Mode1 of group development and suggest that this stage is demonstrated by
arguing among the rnembership and the exercising of individual will to set the agenda.
Schiller (1997) refers to stage two as the establishment of a relational base. She suggests that
women tend to develop strong connections and work toward the developrnent of a sense of
safety within the group. Schiller contrasts this stage with the Garland, Jones and Kolodny

(1965) mode1 which suggests that when conflict is high, there is a jockeying for power and
status, and boundaries are being tested.

The miter believes that this particular g o u p did not foliow any of these stage descriptions
in a complete manner, but rather, there were several components of the previously described
stage models at play within this g o u p . For instance, it appeared to the writer, that conflict
could not be described as "high" between the rnembers but, rather, was present at a low level
of intensity. Boundaries were certady discussed and tested by one particular group rnernber.
Facilitators were challenged more by the mernbership than were any individual mernbers.
Specifically, facilitators were challenged regarding their roles. One member pointed out the
fact that facilitators had emphasized that the group belonged to the membership. She
expressed displeasure with the fact that, during each session, al1 individual rnembers were
invited to share in discussion. This member expressed her opinion that if a particular
individual was quite distraught dwing a specific session she should be allowed to use the
cornplete session to process these feelings.

This challenge brought to the forefront the fact that facilitators spent considerable time
focusing on the roles of the mernbers of the group, but facilitator h c t i o n had not been
examined as closely as necessary*This required that facilitators provide the group with a very
specific definition of their roles. The facilitators also detennined, with the assistance of
clinical supervision, that a discussion was required which identified different types of groups.
This was intended to be a psycho-therapeutic group in which facilitators played a specific
role in guiding the mernbership. It was not strictly a support group in which al1 women,
including the facilitators, had an equal amount of power and responsibility.

As feminist theory discusses, (Land, 1995), individuals can be ernpowered through the
therapeutic process with therapists who acknowledge inequity in power and a respect for the
power differentiais within the therapeutic relationship. Facilitators did, in fact, acknowledge
these power dynarnics and discuss them within the group setting

Most members readiiy accepted the clear delineation of boundaries set by the facilitators.

Schiller (1997) described the third stage of women's groups as "incorporating elements of
both intimacy and differentiation". Glassman and Kates, (1990) discuss the Boston and T
modeIs of group stages as the intimacy stage and enchantment - Aight stage respectfilly. This
stage is referred to by Glassrnan and Kates as demonstrating strong affective bonds. They
also mention the fact that there are often familial type transference issues at this juncture. It
is the writer's opinion that this group entered this phase when the family of origin exercise
served as a catalyst to develop intirnacy. Group members were able to identiQ those aspects

of their childhood experiences which they had in conmon. The writer beIieves it is worthy
of mention that many of these issues related to the promotion ofbeliefs held within dominant

culture. For example, male children were often more highly valued than female children in
members' families,

Not only did the farnily of origin exercise provide the group members with valuable
information that deepened intimacy, it appeared to also provide the basis for which the
mernbers began to identi@ differences in their experiences. This O ffered group members with
the opportunity to Iearn about each other at a deeper leveI. There were also several
circumstances, in which members resolved intemal confiicts by learning about the different
perspectives. For exarnple, one member's self-esteem had been negatively impacted when
she had been treated as a burden by her farnily of origin. This was due to the fact that she had
suffered a major childhood illness. Another member had suffered the same childhood illness,
but had been encouraged to believe that she was exceptional and could accomplish anything
she atternpted. Thus, one group member had the opportunity to re-examine her self-definition
of being a burden.

Schiller (1997) indicates that the facilitators may find that themes related to authority tend
to emerge in the fourth stage of group, which she tities "challenge and change". The writer
believes that this can be compared to the Boston model stage of differentiation or the T
model of disenchantment - flight (Glassman & Kates, 1990). Schiller explained that women
are ofien intensely uncornfortable in expressing feelings related to conflict for fear that they
will be considered "not nice". This is, of course, based on patterns of fernale socialization.

This description seerns to best descnbe what occurred in this women's group. UnIike the
Boston and T rnodels, in which it is suggested that group rnembers begin to question the
effectiveness of the group, conflict and anger was expressed between individual members
of the group.

Interestingly, this challenge and change stage seemed to occur at the point that facilitators
led a discussion regirding the eventual termination of the group. This discussion was
ïnitiated at Session #22. The writer recognizes this was a rather early introduction, since the
group was compnsed of 30 sessions. However, it was decided to introduce this topic at

session #22 for some practical reasons. These included the fact that the writer's CO-facilitator

was taking some planned vacation time and would miss two sessions following session #22.
Facilitators agreed that it was important to have both facilitators present when discussing
such a saIient issue. Secondly, one goup member was taking a planned vacation and would

be away for the two sessions following session #22. It was deterrnined that this topic needed
to be introduced prior to these b i e f changes in group membership.

It is the writer's opinion that group members allowed themselves to be very vulnerable when
discussing the issue of termination. Members shared how they prepared for and dealt with
past endings in their Iife experiences. Most members identified feelings of sadness and
expressed a sense of loss in considenng the temination of the group. However, they also
identified the fact that they had begun to contact one another between group sessions, to give

and receive support. They had also indicated that they had shared some social experiences.

Members pointed out the fact that these informa1 experiences could continue, once the goup
ended,

Following session #22, members appeared to distance themselves Erom the emotionally
charged content of group, by using humor and sarcasm. Facilitators posed the following
questions to the group:
"How do you get the attention that you need in positive ways? What are the positive
ways."

Facilitators had planned to pose these questions in a group planning session. This was in
response to observations that several members seemed to be using sarcasm and humor to
digress fkom g o u p content. ~Mernbex-s
continued in this vein in responding to these questions.
Their responses included:
"Bring a cake to group."
"Maim yourself, get pity."
"Fall off your chair."

Facilitators observed that there appeared to be a significant arnount of tension between group
members, but many members were so involved in this sort of humor, it was very difficult to
ascertain what the tension had arisen from. Eventually, several members made reference to
the fact that they had engaged in nurnerous social activities with each other outside the group.
It was evident, after only a brief period of time, that not al1 members had been invited to
engage in these social activities. In fact, one member, in particular, had been purposefully,

excluded. The writer achowledges that the CO-facilitatorswere inïtially uncornfiirtable about
this and not entirely certain about how to deal with this issue at the group levell.

As Schiller (1997) suggests CO-facilitatorsdid not skirt the issues of tension a n d conflict
within the group setting. Facilitators made every attempt to deal with conflict directly and
with authenticity. However, it should be noted that there was a delay in dealing with this
tension and conflict. That is, facilitators were zware of some covert tension in t h e two pnor
sessions, but this tension was sornewhat nebulous and was not fully understood by
facilitators. Secondly, it was only during debnefing, that facilitators identified this
undercurrent of tension. Finally, until facilitators received clinical s u p e ~ s i o r nthey were
somewhat unsure about how to deal with this tension and potential conflict,

M e r receiving clinical direction, facilitators led mernbers in a discussion regarding this issue
in session f i t 2 5 With some guidance fiom the facilitators, one member w a s able to
acknowledge how she felt about being excluded fiom the larger group in their social
activities. This also opened the discussion for the membership as a whole to admit there had
been some tension and conflict amongst thern. Several mernbers shared that they had not
purposely intended to exclude anyone fiom social activities outside the group aind felt hurt

and angry that it had been assumed by the excluded member that they were doin-g so.

The excluded member appeared to have been uninvited to certain social activities for two
reasons related to her persona1 circumstances. One involved the fact that she h a d limited
financial rneans in which to engage in costIy activities. The second involved the f w t that she

had a Young, dependent child, She correctly pointed out to the group that, had other members
been genuinely interested in including her, social activities could have been arranged to
accommodate her. This provided the facilitators with a rich opportunity to discuss respect
for diversity. This had been an identified group mie.

One mernber had a rather strong reaction to this discussion. She indicated that she had always
been displeased with the power which the facilitators had exerted over the mernbers of group.
She shared her opinion that outside of the group setting group members should be allowed
to foster relationships in any rnanner which they chose. Facilitators reminded this rnember
that rnembers had been cautioned about developing "cliques" or subgroups which could
impact upon the effectiveness of the group. This member indicated that she was unconcemed

about how this behaviour impacted upon the group and becarne quite verbally aggressive,
particularly toward the writer.

The writer attempted to share ber experience of being spoken to in a verbally aggressive
fashion. This member shared that she was unconcemed about how the writer, or anyone else
was affected by her anger. She shared her belief that she could behave in this manner because

this was her style of asserting herseIf. The writer's CO-facilitatorintervened at this point in

an effort to de-escalate the tension within the group. The writer's CO-facilitatorsuggested that
the group take a short break and resume discussion following the break.

The facilitators worked feverishly dunng this session break to formulate a plan in dealing
with this matter. It should be noted that the writer was concemed that the disgruntled group

member may have had the support of the rernaining group members. Facilitators were aware
that the group could not function well if no boundaries or parameters were maintained.
Facilitators also agreed that they could not and would not,facilitate a group in the manner
promoted by this member. Facilitators agreed that they would reassert the boundaries and
rules of the group. We would indicate to the membership that this would be the manner
under which we would continue as facilitators of the group. It was also agreed between
facilitators that the writer's CO-facilitatorwould take the leadership role in this discussion,
since it had been determined that the majority of the group member's anger had been directed
at the writer.

The writer's CO-facilitatorfollowed through on the plan discussed during the break. The
rnembers of the group asserted that they very much wanted to continue with the group,
respecting the parameters and boundaries identifîed by the facilitators.

The d i s p n t l e d member asserted that she had decided that she no longer wished to continue
with the group. She explained that she simply found it too difficult to manage the stress of
the group experience with other stressors in her life. The writer's CO-facilitatordiscussed the
issue of closure with this member. The member indicated that she was prepared to terminate
her involvernent with the group immediately and did so.

The remaining members of the group expressed feelings of sadness regarding this group
member's decision. However, they also respected the member's decision and did not strongly
encourage her to reconsider.

It should be noted that, in the session following F's departure f?om group, members appeared
to require tirne to process thoughts and feelings related to this ending. This was also helpful
for facilitators to acquire an understanding of the members' positions regarding this issue.
Mernbers strongly asserted that they believed that the departed member had been verbally
aggressive and disrespectfil in her interactions. When asked why they did not state this,
several members explained that they were concerned that this would have worsened matters.
That is, the conflict may have escalated fiuther- According to Schiller (1997), women at this
stage within group require ski11 development in the area of dealing with conflict without
losing connectedness.

The writer has some ambivalent feeiings regarding this stage of group. That is, facilitators
made every effort, to the best of their joint abilities, to deal with tension and conflict directly.
However, these was a delay in dealing with this because the facilitators were initially
unaware of the content of the conflict.

In debriefing and clinical supervision, the facilitators

were also able to achowledge that, they too, were experiencing discornfort in dealing with
this directly and avoided the issue for a brief penod of time. The writer believes it is possible
that members may have asseried themselves if this had been practiced and modeled by
facilitators more directIy in previous sessions.

Glassman and Kates (1990) suggest that, following this stage of high conflict, the group
tends to be strengthened and members tend to challenge and encourage each other at a more
intirnate level, than in pnor stages. This was indeed the case in this group. For exarnple, one

member of the group, who reported that she had practiced submissiveness and passivity
throughout her adult life, began to openly, but respectfilly, disagree with other members'
opinions. She began to openly challenge the negative self-talk which other mernbers shared.

It is also worthy of note that members became quite assertive in disagreeing with cofacilitators at this time. These assertions were strong, but respectful. Also, members began
to request more of facilitators in the area of self-discIosure.

The facilitators were

comfoaable in sharing in this manner, and did not burden the mernbership with any problems
of role reversal.

As the ,soup moved toward the last session, members focused rnuch of their energy within
sessions on planning for a pot luck dinner for the final group meeting. Memben were able
to demonstrate their cornpetencies by taking responsibility for planning this event. Members
exemplified their abiiity to share authentically with one another. One member intimated to
the group, that due to her fixed incorne, she was unable to bear the expense of bringing food
for the put luck. She indicated to the membership that, although she would like to attend the
final session of the group, she would not feel comfortable if she could not bnng a food item.

Members dealt with this issue by sharing how they would find it unacceptable that one
member could not attend the final session for this reason. Members brain stormed and
considered celebrating in another fashion. Then, one member shared that she had an
abundance of food because she had her own vegetable garden. Kowever, she was also
extremely pressed for time. Therefore, she suggested that she would provide the other

member with food items, if she would do the work of preparing something with this. This,
in the writer's opinion, exernplified a respect for diversity and cooperation among the
membership which is often evident in the final stages of groups (Glassman & Kates, 1990)

It is worthy of mention, that the member who informed the group of her financial situation,
had been previously excluded and scapegoated by the members. This move toward

inclusiveness appeared to be very powerful and positive for this member and the group in
general.

The writer believes facilitators handled their role in the termination process very well.
Glassman and Kates (1990) indicate that the role of the social worker in the termination stage
is to identiq the gains members have made and express confidence in members' abilities to
take their new cornpetencies into new experiences. Facilitators were cornfortable and capable
in canying this o u t Facilitators did not experience a desire to continue the group beyond its
30 sessions. In fact, during planning sessions, facilitators shared with one another that they
were experiencing relief and a desire to move on to other projects as the group drew to a
close. Glassman and Kates (1990) caution that a desire by facilitators to rnaintain the group

may impede the process of termination. This did not pose a problem for this group.
Facilitators were able to cIearly affirm members by identiwng areas in which they observed
growth in the membership.

Within the group setting facilitators were able to openly and enthusiasticaIly share their
feelings about having conducted the group. They were able to provide al1 members with

feedback regarding the persona1 meaning in developing relationships with each group
member. Facilitators also shared, in an open and animated fashion their plans for future
professional projects. Glassman and Kates (1990) note that these are necessaxy facilitator
fiinctions during the ending phase of groups.

in previous group experiences, the writer Ieamed that groups do not always flow fYom stage

to stage in a comparîmentalized fashion. The writer's experience in this group was simila.
uith regard to stage progression. The writer adrnits being unprepared for the tension and
conflict which emerged at session #22 within the group. In retrospect, the writer can identi@
that, within the intirnacy state (Glassman & Kates, 1990) or the rnutuality and interpersonal
empathy stage (Schiller, 1997), the facilitators may have become somewhat cornplacent. This
was due to the fact that, in this stage, the members seemed to be doing much of the work
within the group. The writer observed that, members exhibited mutual respect, mutual
appreciation, respect for diversity and challenged one another to grow.

Facilitators believed that the issue of challenging the structure and parameters of the group
had been resolved. It is possible that issues that appear to be resolved c m reernerge at a
much later stage of group. Also, it appears that Schiller's theory regarding the stages of
deveIopment within wornen's groups more closely resembled that which occurred within this
PUP.

Surprishg it was not difficult to identiS issues which impeding members' success in
improving personal relationships and receiving social and emotional support. These issues

became clearly evident to facilitators very quickiy within the group process. Therefore it was
possible to address these issues within the group process and provide the members the
opportunity to practice altemate ways of relating within a safe setting.

Members has less difficulty with identifjing stressors than making adaptional changes to
cope with stress more effectively. This appeared to be related to issued of entitlernent as
discussed previously.

In identifj4ng the stages of group, the facilitators were able to anticipate and plan for the
needs of the group. It was usehl in preparing for group sessions and facilitators could assist

by advising them that certain aspects o f group dynarnics could be expected.

RESULTS

ANALYSIS OF GOAL ATTAINMENT SCALES

As mentioned previously in a description of the measures, the writer accessed goal

attainment s c a h g s as a method of identifying goals for each individual group member.
These goals were developed collaboratively between the writer and group mernbers within
the screening interviews. (Appendix #4-9) A group goal attainment scaling was completed
during the initial session of the group. (Appendix #IO) It should be noted that the writer also
developed professional learning goals in the cornpletion of this practicum which were
formulated in this same manner. (Appendix # I l )

The writer completed the tasks of developing goal attainrnent scaling (Sheafor et al, 1997)

by, firstly, identimng specific goals in screening interviews with potential group members.
Al1 goals were related to the improvement of stress management skills and reducing stressors
in wornen's Iives. The writer developed the scales independently then presented this finished
copy to individual group members for their approval. At this point, group rnembers indicated
whether the scales were developed in such a way as to capture the original intent of their

goals- Once these were approved, they becarne the actuai measures for each individual group
member. (Appendix #X-9)

Once group sessions commenced, the group as a whole, identified five group goals by
consensus which the w-riter again developed scales independently for later approval by the
group. (Appendix #IO) The guide was provided to the group for approvd during the second
session. Althou& there was a rather animated discussion about the guide, no revisions were
necessary- It is, however, of significance to note, that following the mid-session evaluation

of the goals, several group members questioned the validity and siagificance of the goals
which they had origindly developed.

This writer also developed a Goal Attainment Scaling Guide which outlined learning goals
for this practicum. (Appendix # I l ) This s i d e was developed prior to the commencement
of group.

Baselines for each of the guides were developed and identified on each scale as having a
numerical value of -2. This is the lowest possible score on each of the five scales in each
guide. In hindsight, the writer recognized that this compilation did not allow for detenoration
of functioning by group members, the group as a whole or the social worker. That is, the
measures do not allow for a decrease in functioning once group has comrnenced. This is a
limitation with these guides and, should this be replicated in Tutue, the writer recommends
that guides be developed in such a rnanner to rneasure deterioration as well. This may have

been an oversight as the writer intended to focus on stren,as and growth as opposed to more
negative aspects o f functioning.

It should be noted that, on the individual, group and personal scales, ratings were developed
us@ the tems, "occasionally" and "consistently", to denote the fiequency in which a certain
behaviour or activity is carried out. For the purposes of these scales, "occasionally" was
intended to refer to those activities and behaviours which occurred less than once a week.
"Consistently", refers to those activities and behaviours which would occur once per week
or more Eequently. Group rnembers were informed of this designation when the scales were
designed.

At session #15 of the group, when membeis were evaluated on an individual and group b a i s

using the scales. individual mernbers could attain a score of between -10 and +IO. This score
is calculated by adding the numerical results of each goal on the scale. The sarne potential
results were possible in sconng the g o u p goal attainment scaling, as well as for the writer's
goal attainment scaling. (Appendix # I l )

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Mid- Groztp

As mentioned previously, the writer made an oversight by not cornpleting pre-gmup
baselines which would allow for possible deterioration following entry into the group.

However, this did not pose a problem in collation of the data, since al1 group mernbers
reported improvement on the scales. Improvement on the individual scales increased fiom
-10 in al1 group members to an average score of -2, by the 15th session of the group. The

&ter obtained the score of -2 by averagïng the total of the individual scores of al1 group
members on the individual goal attainment scaling. Although this is a marked irnprovement,
it suggests that the average improvement was at the point whick could be considered less
than expected treatment success. The writer was, however, not discouraged by these results
since g o u p members had a significant amount of time to continue working toward the
achievement of their goals. Also, facilitators had ample time t o continue to assist the
rnembers in the achievement of these goals.

The process of measuring individual achievement on the goal attainment scalings served the
purpose of re-focussing the members on their original goals. No group rnembers expressed
any dissatisfaction with the progress they had achieved up to the rnid-point of group. Also,

It is the writer's opinion that it was not necessary to reformulate goaIs after this mid-point
testing since al1 mernbers' goals appeared to remain relevant at that time. The writer invited
members to formulate additional goals, but none elected to do so.

Post- Croup

The writer received final goal attainment results fiom a11 group members during exit
interviews. Al1 group mernbers had rated themselves upon the scales, following the final
group session and prior to exit interviews. However, al1 exit interviews were conducted by
the writer within a week of the termination of the group. The final average results at post-

group totalled -6.4. (Appendix M-9 & X13) This is most certainly a rnarked irnprovement
over mid-group scores. The writer has several hypotheses regarding variables which may
have impacted the final outcome.

In reviewing both group and individual results, it appears that the group, as a whole, made
marked improvements in growth much more quickly than individual group members. The
writer attributes this to the possibiIity that the group, firstly developed cohesiveness, becarne
a genuine source of support for the members and then, individual members began to make
persona1 gains. Also, several group members reported that the energy required to attend to
making successfûl transitions, detracted fiorn their abiIity to attend to other stress reducing
goals. For exarnple, several group members indicated that it was ext~ernelydifficult to make
Iifestyle changes which included time for physical fitness and expanding their social
networks, when they had more basic issues to address. For some group members, this
included establishing a secure source o f income and new living accommodations.

It is the writer's opinion that group members may have developed rather lofty goals in the
screening interviews, pnor to the onset of the group. This is with the exception of individual
group members' identimng goals related to giving and receiving support within the group
setting. This particular goal seemed to be easily achieved for al1 group members. However,
the self-care activities which individual members identified, often required rather large
blocks of time and involved activities to which they had no previous exposure. Although the
writer believes that these goals were achievable and many group members had begun
working on these goals at the conclusion of group, they rnay have been better served in

selecting less sophisticated self-care activities. For example, the writer may have suggested
relaxation and meditative exercises as a means of reducing stress for al1 group members.
These activities involve no monetary expenditure and can be carried out in one's own home.

It should be noted that, post-group individual results involved the scales of o d y five group
members. This was due to the fact that a sixth group member elected to terminate her
involvement in the group at the 261hsession. The writer can only speculate that her results
may have reduced the overall average of the post-group goal aitainment scales. Althou& this
group member's mid-group results were quite hi@, compared to other members, she left the
group with a great deal of expressed dissatisfaction with the process. This dissatisfaction may
have been reflected in her post-group data.

Clearly, each mernber made the most significant progress in their goals in the area of reduced
social isolation. In screening interviews, members expressed a great deal of anxiety and
apprehension about the possibility that they would be sharing highly sensitive, personal
information with others who were yet unknown to them. The writer attempted to reassure
members that they would have ultimate control regarding the Pace at which they shared
persona1 information, however, the writer also inforrned them that facilitators would
encourage members to share. It appears that this anxiety was quickly allayed when they
becarne familiar with the atrnosphere and process of the group. Not only were members able
to give and receive support within the group, they began to maintain contact between group
sessions.

At the termination point of the group, several rnember; informed the writer of their intention
to maintain friendships with other group members. Duruig the final sessions of the group,
members discussed their desire to meet periodically to keep each other informed of their
ongoing progress. They had been made aware of the fact that this second stage type group
would likely have a significantly different atmosphere than the forma1 group sessions
provided- Al1 group members acknowledged that they were aware that this was likely but
simply wished to maintain contact as a group. In this regard, it appears that the goup met the
goal of reducins social isolation for the membership.

Overall, it appears that the group process provided the membership with a useh1 vehicle to
reduce social isoIation and the degree to which stress was experienced. Not onIy did the
membership make significant changes regarding their perceptions of stress and selfperceptions, they had begun to engage in new, positive stress management behaviours-

GROUP RESULTS

It appears that the group made gains rather quickly in the area of their identified goal.
(Appendix #IO & #12) This may be as a result of the fact that it appeared that the group
developed a high level of cohesiveness rather quickly. The writer observed that there was an
atmosphere of emotional safety, in the early stages of the group. This was exernplified by the
fact that the members were abIe to share rather highly emotionally charged information with

one another. Also, facilitators prioritized g u i d e the members in acknowledging, identifying
and sharing authentic emotion within the group. The writer believes it is also noteworthy
that, initially, the greatest gains were made in the area of goal attainment within the group
itselE This is in cornparison to the achievernent of individual goals. This may have been,
partly, due to the fact that members received professional guidance within the g o u p setting

but were required to carry out their individual goals independently.

Facilitators took a very active role within the group regarding consciousness raising related
to the shared identity of women. This was achieved through the use of various therapeutic
tools. FirstIy, facilitators took every obvious and available opportunity to provide a social and
cultural context to many of the issues raised by group mernbers. For exarnple, group
members discussed having feelings of inadequacy reIated to their emotional expressiveness.
Facilitators were able to point out that those behaviours considered characteristicalIy fernale
were ofien devalued and even cnticized within dominant culture. This afforded the
facilitators the opportunity to assist the women in redefining themselves.

Facilitators assisted the membership in becorning supportive to one another within the p u p
setting, It appeared that, initially, g o u p members were reluctant to receive support from
others within the group. This may have been due to their experience of vulnerabIe feelings
with which they had not yet become cornfortable. Facilitators engaged in several discussions
with the membership related to barriers to receiving support. The content of these discussions

included the social context in which women are expected to nurture others.

Within the group setting, facilitators made every effort to develop a non-hierarchical
relationship with group mernbers. This was achieved through the use of facilitator selfdisclosure, acknowledgements and demonsaations of vulnerability. This persona1 selfdisclosure was often related to the facilitators' experiences as women in a patriarchal society.
AIso, it is the writer's opinion that CO-facilitators presented with markedly different
personalities and professional styles- Several group members commented on this, as well, ui
spite of these apparent diftèrences, facilitators consistently engaged in respecthl interchange
with one another in the group setting. This was, in the writer's opinion, an obvious
demonstration of the respect for diversity.

Facilitators agreed that the introduction of a telephone number exchange between group
rnembers should onIy occur once group n o m s were firmly established. Although the
members had formulated their group goals in the initial session of the group, facilitators had
not yet detemined if it would be beneficial to introduce a telephone number exchange
amongst the group members. FirstIy, group members were clearly not at a point at which they
could have possibly experienced trust between one another. Also, group noms, including
respect for boundaries and diversity had not yet been well established. From past group work
experience, facilitators had learned that contact between members outside of the group is not
help ful and can even detract from a positive therapeutic expenence. Therefore, extreme
caution was exercised in this exchange.

Facilitators initiated a conversation regarding telephone number exchange, just pnor to the
mid-point of the group. Group members thus, did not have the opportunity to develop

complex social relationships much before the 15'~
session of the group. Facilitators were
cautious to check in with the rnembers regarding their contact outside of the group, in order
to provide necessary input related to respect of boundaries and maintaining beneficial
relationships. The fact that rnembers had just begun to explore relationships with one another
outside group sessions, at the mid-point of group, it would not have been possible to expect
that complex fliendships and support outside of the group could have occurred.

Generally speaking, it appears that grbup members made significant gains in the group goal
attainment scaling at the mid-point of group. It should be noted that group members were
invited to make additions to the group goals at this time. However, the members elected not
to pursue this. They indicated that they preferred to use session time to resolve persona1
issues, and attend to goals already identified.

Post-group results on the goal attainment showed hnited improvement over the rnid-group
outcorne.(Appendix #IO, #12 & #13) It appeared that it was necessary for the group as a
whole, to make gains in the attainment of group goals in order for members to realize the
individual benefits of the group. That is, it seerns that the members may have acquired
strength from the group in order to attend to their personal goals. The writer makes this
hypothesis based on the fact that the realization of the achievement of individual goals
occurred much later than the achievement of the group goals. It is also appears that these

results reflect the power o f the group process in reducing social isolation and increasing
stress management.

Although several of the group members comrnented on the fact that the group may have
provided them with a vehicle to engage in social action related to their circumstances, they
were not yet prepared to pursue any specific social action. This is, of course, with the
exception of becoming more assertive in the areas of their persona1 and business
relationships,

Members engaged in a discussion about the fact that they had become much more aware of
women's issues in their daily Iives and how they are impacted by sexism. However, they
expIained that they believed that they demonstrated this awareness via alternate avenues to
social action. This awareness was demonstrated through their interactions at an individual
Ievel- That is, several members becarne much more assertive and most members were able
to consistently identify and articulate their needs to others. Ultimately, group members
shared that the sca1ing of this goal did not accurately reflect or encapsulate the changes that
tliey had made related to awareness of women's issues. Specifically, the group had no
intention of carrying out any specific group social action.

Ln completing the final group goal attainrnent scaling, the members expressed feelings of
entitlement related to receiving respect fiom others and having their thoughts and feelings
valued. This, in the writer's opinion, captures the essence of the work completed related to
perceptual changes and self-awareness. Members began to have expectations of positive

outcomes in their interactions with others. Several members admitted that they did not
always assert themselves in social situations nor did they always put new coping strategies
into practice. Despite this, they were able to recognize the significant gains they had made
in this area.

RESULTS OF PERSONAL, LEARNING GOALS

Mid- Grorrp

The writer developed the leami% goals for the goal attainment scaling with the intention of
expanding upon clinical experience and theory related to group work with women.
(Appendix # I l ) O f course, this was intended to include increased knowledge related to
multiple roles, transition and stress in women. As with al1 other scales, these scales were
developed by the wnter at the onset of the group.

The writer made gains on the goal attainrnent scale at the mid-point of group. (Appendix
#12) There are various reasons for these gains which include the fact that the writer engaged

in theoretical research throughout the group process. The writer then began to put into
practice the theoretical knowledge which was gained. This practice, however, was initially
somewhat tentative. That is, the &ter was initially apprehensive as this was a new type of
group in which the writer had no experience. Perhaps, not dissimilar fiom the group
members, several sessions within the group had passed before the writer began to feel a
degree of comfort and confidence in the role of facilitator.

As mentioned previously, the writer had worked with her CO-facilitatmconducting g o u p
therapy for several years on a professional basis, prior to facilitating this group. However,
the facilitators had not led a group together for more than two years pnor to anbarking on

this group. Although the writer could recall general working styles and complimentary
working habits, these recollections had become somewhat vague. It took some time for the
w-rïter to become reacquainted in this CO-facilitation relationship. Research suggests
(Toseland & Rivas, 1995) that open and honest working relationships between facilitators
are most effective in ensuring that professional conflicts will not be left unresolved and not
have a negative impact upon the group. It however, took some time for any conflicts to arise
which required attention.

The wnter began to apply theoretical knowledge gathered regarding CO-facilitator
relationships by modelling respecthl interchange related to an appreciation for diversity. The
writer's CO-facilitatorhas a rnarkedly different personal presentation and professional style

than the writer. The writer and her CO-facilitatorwere able to identiQ and articulate these
differences with relative cornfort in the group setting. The facilitators attempted to broaden
their professional styles by making a conscious effort to expand on role flexibility. That is,
the writer was more inclined than her CO-facilitatorto establish structure and set limits and
boundaries. Conversely, the writer's CO-facilitatortended to adopt a numiring, listening and
accepting role. The w-riter, in conjunction with her CO-facilitator,agreed in group planning
sessions to practice less cornfortable roles. This proved successfûl and in debnefing sessions,
facilitators shared that they were beginning to experience some comfoa in practising new

roles within the group. Facilitators were also able to mode1 a degree of role flexibility for the
group members.

By the 15th session, group CO-facilitatorshad become refamiliarized with each other's
therapeutic style. There was a high degree of comfort and interchange related to their roles.
As a result, facilitators were able to begin to challenge one another respectfûlly to broaden
clinical skill. This was carried out in debriefing, planning and clinical supervision sessions.

It appears that the mernbers expressed feelings and behaviour supported by research tenets
regarding the multiplicity of roles. Kandel and Raveis (1985) suggest that women in multiple
roles reported fewer depressive symptoms, compared to women with a dearth of roles.
Amatea and Fong (198 l), as well as Facione (1994) conducted research related to the Iack
of roles and role multiplicity in wornen. Their findings also suggest that, generally speaking,
women in a multiplicity of roles expenence better health and less overall strain, than their
counterparts who have few roles.

Once it became clear that members' lack of roles were causing stress for them, facilitators
encouraged members to take risks in the area of adopting additional roles. The writer was
able to identiQ, however, that most members had several tasks to complete in order to pass
through transition, pnor to becorning available to add new roles. For example, two group
members needed to attend to property and asset settlements related to divorce. A third group
member was also involved in property settlement matters. Two additional group rnembers
had to attend to matters related to employment. For example, one group member was

considering a career change and was employed only on a ternporay basis. Another group
member was attending to the issue of balance within her role as care provider to others, so
that she could establish i?ee time to seek employrnent.

The writer spent considerable time in group sessions assisting the rnermbers in identifjing the
specific tasks that needed to be prioritized. In order to pass throrugh transition, many
mernbers were able to identim rnost aspects of their Iives that rehquired attention, but
prioritization seemed difficult for most group members. Facilitators assiïsted the membership,
in this regard, by leading discussions on strategies related to formulating priorities. In this
way, members provided not o d y emotional but also practical support to one another.

Tt became clear that a major factor for the group members in rnaking positive changes in
stress management was a discomfort in taking risks. New behaviorurs and activities, it
seemed, were considered very nsky by group members. It quickly baecame apparent that
members ofien knew exactly what they wanted or needed to do in o r d e r to effect positive
changes in their lives. However, the bamers to taking action to e f e c t change involved
discomfort, apprehension and fear. Facilitators identified this as a perceptual issue. That is,
women within the group had cognitive interpretations and predictions related to this. This
is exemplary of what Magnusson (1 986) referred to when discussing t h e interactive mode1
of stress.

Facilitators agreed that, in order to leam how members' perceptions w e r e impacting their
ability to take action to make changes, it was necessary to gather information regarding the

cognitive appraisals that individual members were engaged in. This involved work on
consciousness raising within the group setting-

Facilitators worked on conscious raising within the group setting in several ways. Firstly,
each week, facilitators posed a question for members of the group to ponder. Members
quickly adopted the habit of taking notes in joumals regarding their thoughts and feelings
about the questions. Questions included such matters as:
How do you presently cope with stress?
What are your unmet needs?
How do you ask for these needs to be met?
How have you been taught about coping with stress?

This is not an exhaustive list, but is intended to demonstrate how facilitators attempted to
encourage self-awareness, so mernbers could make necessary changes in perception to allow
them to engage in more self-caring and self-protective behaviour. It was also intended to
assist members in taking risks that would be beneficial to them.

Members were able to identiQ that, pnor to having these questions posed, they had not been
consciously aware of their perceptions on any given issue. Also, they could not identik with
any certainty, when they had developed their perceptions. However, in group discussions, al1

members made reference to their families of origin. It was at this point, that facilitators
introduced a family of ongin exercise, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 of
this document.

The family of ongin exercise took several weeks of session tirne to complete. At session #lj,
members had only begun to develop a farniliarïty with the fact that their childhood
experiences had greatly impacted their adult perceptions. At session #15, the writer and her
CO-facilitator had also just begun to encourage the members to consider perceptual
alternatives to those they had previously taken for granted.

It appeared that, in part, because of consciousness-raising, rnembers were experiencing some
strong emotions related to past expenence and how this impeded their own willingness to
manage stress. The writer learned that it was necessary to assist the members in both the
identification and articulation of emotions. In debriefing sessions, facilitators shared their
observations that group members did not articulate emotions in such a way that would
suggest that they possessed the knowledge and awareness to articulate a broad repertoire of
emotions. The wnter learned that, in order to rnodiQ stress management skills and develop
new skills in the area of stress management, members first needed to identiQ how they were
feeling.

The writer believes it is noteworthy to mention that some g o u p mernbers experienced severe
anxiety regarding experiencing certain emotions. Although this was not surprising, it was
new information for the writer to leam that feminist practice could play a significant role in
changing perceptions related to the experience of certain emotion. Several members shared
feelings of sharne a n d o r guilt regarding the experience of anger. Facilitators discussed
cultural messages that we as women receive regarding women assertively expressing anger.
This appeared to be powerfùl for the members.

Facititators utilized a partnering stance with the group membership. (Land, 1995) This
proved to be quite effective, in that, members were very receptive to faditators' comments

and demonstrated this by becoming very animated in discussions of this nature. This also
served to assist the writer in taking greater clinical risks and becoming more vulnerable in
clinical relationships. Facilitators' comments which semed to validate and affirrn the
membersl experience appeared to promote greater openness and discussion within the group.
It is the wx=iter1s opinion that comfort and safety within the group setting was enhanced
through the use of this approach.

The &ter made learning gains between sessions 15 and 30 within the group. (Appendix $1 1,
#12 & #13) Specifically in this particular group, description of the stages of womenrs groups
appeared to be more applicable to this g o u p than the more traditional descriptions. The
writer speculates that Schiller (1997) correctly identified that women tend to avoid conflict
and, it is only when they begin to feel more comfortable and are invited to assert themselves,

that conflicts can emerge. The writer was not aware of this until the group had reached close
to the termination point. This suggests to the writer that one's learning can progress only as
fast as the group progresses.

The writer believes that her leaniing goal of improving knowledge in the areas of multiple
roles, transitions and stress in women was reached. For exarnple, the writer I e m e d that the
women within this group tended to function more effectively when afforded the oppomuiity

of engaging in multiple roles. Facilitators made every attempt to encourage members to
acquire additional roles outside of the group and at the termination point of group, several
members had worked toward this end.

Facilitation of this group taught the writer that members tended to use copious amounts of
energy in successfülIy making transitions and stabilizing their Iifestyles. As a result,
rnembers had difficulty with lifestyle changes which required a great ded of e n e r g . The
membership was better served when facilitators were able to guide the membership in
adopting new roles and new activities which did not Sap valuable energy for dealing with the
transitions. For exarnple, rnembers were encouraged to engage in relaxing home-based
activities such as reading and bathing. This was as opposed to becoming involved in fltness
prograrns with a large time cornmitment.

As discussed previously, facilitators attended to issues related to women's perceptions in
carrying out good stress management practices. The second half of group was more closely
devoted to assisting the membership in continuing to remove barriers to good self-care
practices and implementing new self-care practices. This included encouragement and
education in the area of assertiveness and directly expressing personal need. For example,
several group members had begun to interact with others in their lives setting in a very
assertive manner. This assisted them in, not only their persona1 relationships, but their
business relationships as well. Therefore, several members were able to successfully attend
to property settlement, divorce and employrnent issues. As mentioned previously, these were
points of transition which members needed to address to restabilise their lives.

The writer learned a great deal about members coping styles within the group which involved
their intemal loci of control. This is discussed in more detail in the Emeraging Themes section
of this paper. Facilitators accessed the use of consciousness raisirtg and feminist practice in
order to assist the members in respecting and validating their own senses of reality.
Facilitators also utilized a feminist perspective in encouraging members to vdue themselves,
thus permitting thern to engage in necessary self-care practices.

As mentioned previously, facilitators became more cordortable in their roles with each other
and within the group as tirne progressed. Therefore, they were able to practice a deeper level
of appropriate self-disclosure than in the pnor stages of the group. This, in the writer's
opinion, assisted not only in the partnering stance, but also in modelling assertive selfexpression and inviting greater openness and nsk taking amongst group rnembers.

Co-facilitators learned that the identification and narning of conflict, when it initially occurs
within the group seîting, is critical for good group fimctioning. Facilitators sensed a tension
and covert conflict between several group members in the latter stages of the group. The cofacilitators were able to identiQ and admit that they did not initially know how to respond
to this tension and conflict, as it was very covert. After receiving clinical supervision,
facilitators were much more confident about addressing this conflict directly and did so in

future sessions, very quickly and decisively. This proved to be quite effective.

Facilitators gained confidence in the area of their own clinical capabilities, as well as in the
area of their professional working relationship. Disagreements did arise between facilitators.
but because of this confidence level, they were able to assertively identifi and address these

with one another. The facilitators successfully addressed disagreements with one another
quickly and decisively so that the group process was not negatively impacted. Disagreements
between facilitators were resolved both in group planning sessions and debriefing sessions.
It should be noted that this increase in confidence appeared to conkibute to the facilitators
ability to respectfully but assertively disagree with one another in the group setting.

In debriefing, planning and clinical supervision sessions, the writer and her CO-facilitator
recognized that their discornfort with conflict was not dissimilar to the group membership.
Facilitators were able to identiQ that they had been influenced by cultural messages
prescribing female behaviour as well. Facilitators shared this information with the members
in the group setting.

OUTCOME OF EXIT INTERVIEWS

The writer posed several questions to each group mernber during individual exit interviews.
The purpose of this process was to obtain specific feedback related to perceptions of the
group structure and process. Each member was asked to comment on a pre-determined set
of 10 questions. (Appendix #14)

Each member was asked to comment at some lena& about their perceptions as well as any
additional issues which they believed to be significant, The purpose of conducting face-toface interviews was to obtain in-depth information which otherwise rnay not have been
attained via a paper and pencil questionnaire.

The results of these individual exit interviews were as follows:

MEMBER A
Mernber A indicated that she was cornfortable with the facility in which the group was
conducted and had no cornplaints about this.

Member A reported that she was completely satisfied with the Tuesday evening session
times. She explained that she had no cornmitrnents on Tuesday evenings prior to the
commencement of group and thus, was not required to rearrange her schedule in any way.
When asked about the session times of 7 to 9 p-m., member A explained that she would have
preferred sessions to be held from 6 to 8 p.m. She informed me that she found the group
highly stimulating and was often exhausted when she returned home after each session.
Then, because she had been highly stimulated, she found it difficult to relax and sleep. She
added that she was satisfied with the two hour length of each session with a break at the rnidpoint of group.

When asked about her satisfaction with the 30 session length of group, member A initiated
a conversation about the conflict which arose within the group. She used words such as,
"petty, stupid and infantile" to describe her perception of the conflicts which occurred. She

shared her opinion that 30 weeks would have been sufficient, had this conflict not occurred.
She indicated that she would have liked to have Iearned more and that this conflict detracted
fÏom her learnïng-

Member A asserted that she Iiked the fact that CO-facilitatorsposed a question to be ansvered
by group members in the subsequent session. She also stated that she found the group

discussions very helpfùl. However, she also discussed the fact that she would have personally
preferred more formal education to have been provided by group facilitators. For example,
she stated that she would have preferred a structure in which individuals shared their
thoughts and feelings related to the questions posed, then it would have been appropnate to
have taken a break at this point. Following this break, member A believed it would have been
helpfùl to her if facilitators would have provided educational information related to the topic
of the specific question being posed for the following week. She also mentioned that she
would have preferred more specific and direct advice by group facilitators.

Mernber A informed me that she was generally satisfied with the content of the group with
the exception of the fact that much time was taken up with processing interpersonal issues
between group members. When asked about her satisfaction with facilitators, member A
indicated that she believes facilitators were competent in their leadership of the group. She
shared that it was her impression that some members were not clear regarding the specific
role of the facilitators, specifically that they would be responsible for guiding process and
ensuring safety. She added that she believed more time needed to have been spent on

educating the rnembership on the type of group which was being provided and how it would
be facilitated-

Overall, member A stated that she found the group aûriosphere cornfortable and that she was
able to relax to a IeveI which was sufficient to talk about her feelings. She found that the
group atmosphere was such that she was able to express her emotions openly. In concluding
our interview, member A stated that she found the group quite helpful and made sorne
positive changes in her life as a result.

MEMBER B
Member B expressed no cornplaints about the faciIity in which the group was conducted. She
stated that she was very satisfied with the fact that the group was conducted in the evenings
because this was a time in which it was easiest for her to locate child care personnel. She
explained that, although the writer assisted her in obtaining child care from The Family
Centre of Winnipeg FamiIy Support Progarn, she believed that it would have been rnost
likely easier to obtain weekly evening care than child care during the daytime hours.

In discussion, rnember B shared that the session length of t w o hours was satisfactory to her,

but she added that she observed that members did not always cornplete al1 work related to
specific topics of discussion. She indicated that she especially liked having the 15 minute
break in each session. She explained that she found this useful in diffusing the emotional
intensity of the group, at times. For example, she discussed the fact that this was usefûl at

one point, when a member struggled ~ 4 t her
h dissatisfaction with the group and ultimately,
made a decision to leave the group, during one such break.

When asked about the 30 week duration of the group, member B stated that she believed it
to be a significant cornmitment and it seemed somewhat long for her.

Member B made several positive comments about the structure of the group and stated that
she appreciated the fact that the membership had input to the structure of the group. She
stated that she appreciated the questions wfiich were formulated for each session. Overall,
she stated that she found the content of the group to be useful.

In responding to the question posed regarding the role of the facilitators, member B shared
that she felt "pushed" to discuss diffrcult issues at times. She admitted that there were times
when she would have rather ignored her thoughts and feelings, but facilitators asked her
specific questions related to this. She qualified these statements by indicating that she
recognized that she learned about herself through this process and that "cushioning" and

"hiding" does not solve anything.

Member B stated that she, initially. had some difficulty with the group process. She stated
that she was unsure what would be expected of her or other members of the group. She stated
that, once it was explained, she was able to accept the boundaries which were estabhhed by

the facilitators. She fomd the process much safer once she understood what the process was
to be. She stated that she is disappointed that she was unable to make close friendships

within the group. She adrnitted that she had made some connections with mernbers outside

the group, but would defrne none of these as close f?iendships. She shared her impressiom
that, although she does have some contact with members outside the group sessions, s h e
senses that she is invited aIong with others, and is not considered a close fiiend to any o n e
group member.

Overall, member B stated that she is appreciative of the fact that she was a member tvithim
this group. She stated that it is her opinion that few changes are required if the group i s
offered to others in the future. She identified the fact that each group will likely be v e r y
different, as individual personalities are likely to alter the group process a great deal.

MEMBER C
Member C cornmented on the group facility as being adequate. She mentioned the fact that
the group room was very hot and physically uncornfortable at times but afforded the group
the privacy required to explore issues. When asked, she stated that Tuesday was a satisfactory

day for her to attend group but any day would have been acceptable to her since she has no
comrnitments outside of her home.

Member C discussed the fact that, initially, she was reluctant to attend an evening group
since she does not drive and was somewhat apprehensive about taking public transportation.
However, she reframed her initial perception by indicating that this was a very healthy nsk
for her to take. She shared that since she leamed that she could rely upon a safety plan, her
fears related to this were likely initially arnplified beyond a realistic level.

Mernber C shared that she believed that the 30 session length of the group was not too long
to meet her needs. In fact, she indicated that she is now feeling a sense of loss that this group
is over. She stated that she has done well in her personal goals and she knows she has
benefited £kom the group structure and process. As a result, she speculated that, if the goup

was longer, she would continue to benefit. She shared her wish that she would continue to
have the group support to complete her persona1 goals. However, she shared that she wiIl
continue to receive support fiom group rnembers by seeking them out at this point.

When asked about group structure, member C indicated that she appreciated the questions
which were posed each week to be answered. However, she qualified this by stating that the
questions became more difficult for her as the sessions progressed. She stated that she
derived less enjoyment from the questions as they became more difficult. She commented
on the fact that she appreciated the experiential work that was done in group and would have
liked to engage in more of this kind of work. She spoke specifically about the drawings
which members completed of their families of origin. She commented that she learned a
great deal about herself in this process. She added that there were good and bad aspects to
this exercise. That is, she enjoyed it as it was a different mode of self-expression than
discussion, but added that it took a great deal of session time to complete.

Member C comrnented on the work of the facilitators within the group by expressing
appreciation for the style of the writer's CO-facilitator.She rnentioned that Ms. Fraser had a

talent for asking salient and poignant questions. She also stated that the CO-facilitators
seemed to do things appropriately as she benefited fiom this group.

In discussing group process, member C mentioned that she was quite apprehensive about
sharing her personal thoughts and feelings during the initial stages of grcup. However, she
took a nslc to share very persona1 information and enjoyed the support of the rnembership.
This gave her the courase to share this information with farnily members as well. She
explained that this process of sharing with the membership aided her in her self-acceptance.

Member C discussed the process of the group m e r by expressing satisfaction with the fact
that CO-facilitatorsappeared to have an awareness and sensitivity toward individual rnembers
in crisis. As a result, these matters with individual members were addressed without, in her
opinion, deîracting f?om the remaining rnembers of the group.

MEMBER D
Member D had no specific complaints or comrnents about the facility in which this group
was provided. She indicated that she had a high level of cornmitment for this group,

therefore, the Tuesday evening t h e was not problematic to her as she was prepared to clear
her schedule to attend the group. When discussing the 7 to 9 p.m. session tirne, member D
stated that she sometimes found the two hour duration of group somewhat short to meet the
needs of the membership. She stated that she would have preferred the group sessions to be
2 1/2 hours in duration without a break. She added that, given her work schedule, an evening

session time was most convenient.

Member D explained that she would have liked the group to continue for longer than 30
sessions. She shared her feeling that she has many more issues to address and would have
liked to continue with the process. She qualified these rernarks by stating that she recogizes

that the group can continue to meet more inforrnally and perhaps, develop a second stage
support group.

Mernber D stated that she appreciated the weekly questions posed by the facilitators because

they kept her focussed on stress management and self-care issues throughout the week. She
explained that she would ponder the questions throughout the week and change her
perceptions rnany times before becoming satisfied with her answers. She recognized that, as
a result of this process, many o f her thoughts and feelings becarne integrated.

In discussing the content of the group, member D indicated that she appreciated the fact that
the mernbership was prepared for the termination process. She admitted that she found the
group's termination emotionally upsetting, it was reminiscent of other endings in which she
had experienced. More generally, mernber D comrnented on the fact that she liked the
informal and "human" touch in contrast to a more forma1 educational group. She stated that
she believed that she had many issues to process and would not have appreciated the feeling
of the atmosphere of "going to class".

According to member D, she found the facilitators to be sensitive to the needs of the group.

She descnbed what would be considered cognitive refiaming as a sîyle of facilitation used.

She found that, Iookins at situations £kom a different fiamework tended to bring different
outcomes in her Me. She stated that she felt pided by the facilitators but did not feel that she
was being ovemled. She added that the facilitators guided the process in such a way that
relationships within the group appeared to gradually unfold but members were not forced to
share or rnake connections with others,

Member D expanded on her discussion of group process as being a very unique expenence
for her. She stated that, it first seerned foreign to her to consider "bearing her soul" with a
group of strangers. However, she eventually felt safe to share her feelings and observed other
mernbers sharing as well. As a result, she was able to see aspects of ernotional pain fiorn a

different perspective. Again, she commented on the fact that she appreciated that she was not
forced to share her feelings.

Ln conclusion, rnember D commented on the fact that she benefited f?om her involvement in
individual therapy while she was attending group as well. She reco,o;nized that she was able
to process her feelings more completely in individual therapy, however, she was able to
identi& and experience these feelings while attending group sessions. She suggested that
mernbers of future groups may find it helpful to be in group and individual therapy on a
concurrent basis.

MEMBER E
Member E began her discussion in this exit interview by commenting on the group facility.
She shared that she originally did not care for the facility as she found it dark and uninviting.

She also stated that she h d s it uncornfortable when she is in an enclosure with no windows.
She eventually becarne cornfortable with the facilities and her decision to accept the
facilities, was in part, based on the fact that it was easy to park. Mernber E indicated that,
for her own convenience, she would have appreciated it if the group began at 6 3 0 p.m.
However, she would have liked the actual sessions to be at least 2 1/2 h o u in length. She
also stated that she enjoyed the opportunity to connect with other members on a more
informa1 basis during the break. She stated that she would have liked the break longer than

i 5 minutes.

51discussion about the length of the group itself, member E speculated that if the group was

any shorter than 30 sessions members would not likely have developed depth in their
relationships. She commented on her observation that it seemed that it took several sessions
for group members to begin sharing on a deeply personal level. She adrnitted that she becarne
impatient with the length of tirne required for members to become cornfortable with one
another.

Member E mentioned that she appreciated the fact that the membership themselves were
responsible for a large aspect of designing the structure for the group. She also stated that she
benefited from the questions and commentary associated with the questions each week.
Member E mentioned that she liked the fact that facilitators attempted to educate the
members on several salient issues. However, she did not always appreciate the means in
which the facilitators used to convey this information. She explained that she recognized that
the facilitators tended to capitalize on opportunities presented in members discussion to

impart information- However, she found this somewhat disjointed at times because it
appeared to change the atmosphere from informai to formal and then back to informal again.

Mernber E shared that she would have preferred that facilitators would have Ied the group
by using more diverse means of imparting information. She stated that it would have been
helpftil to her if the facilitators would have provided the members with notebooks at the
initial session. This would have assisted her in being more organized in addressing the
questions posed each week. She ako stated that she would have liked to have been invited
by the facilitators to write her thoughts on the fiip chart. She shared her opinion that this
would have assisted her in sorting out her thoughts and may have empowered both she and
other group members.

Member E continued her discussion with me by commenting on the fact that it would have
been useful for the facilitators to revisit forma1 group rules more regularly than they did. She
stated that she believed that there was some classism within the group membership and
facilitators may have been able to extinguish this by addressing it directly and refemng to
the g o u p rule of respect. She informed the writer that attending the group assisted her in
comecting with people that she wouId have been unlikely to meet in her day to day Iife.
Although she initially resisted the concept of structuring her evenings to attend the group,
she eventually found that she looked fonvard to the replar cornmitment and discussion each
week. She stated that the facilitators may have enhanced the connectedness of group by
scheduling a social activity at the mid point of the group.

In concluding her discussion, rnember E stated that she found the group met her needs more
sufficiently as it became smaller in membership. She commented on her satisfaction with the
fact that each rnember was invited to speak each week. She did not feel "cut off' by
facilitators and respected the fact that each member was asked to share on a weekly basis.
Mernber E also shared her impression that it may have been usehl for group facilitators and
individual therapists to speak replarIy about group structure and process. She stated that
there were times when she would have liked the opportunis. to see one of the facilitators on
m individuai basis. Member E commented on the facilitators ski11 asking relevant questions
of the membership and individual members within the group.

Exit interviews were conducted only with those members who completed the group. The
writer had attempted to contact member J when she did not return to the group when she
expected to do so. She did not respond to telephone messages. There were no further
attempts made to contact her. Member G advised the writer she would make contact with
the group and or the facilitators, by telephone, once she felt well enough to do so. She did
not initiate any contact with the writer. The writer attempted to contact member H by
telephone when she began to miss group sessions. She did not retum these telephone
messages.

Member F left the group rather abruptly in its temination phase. The dynamics of mernber

F's behavior is outlined in greater detail in Emerging Themes. Member F contacted the
writer after she left the group. She asserted, at that time, that she wanted no further
involvement with the group process.

SUlMMARY OF RESULTS

Overall, members reported that the group experience was helpfùl in coping with stress more
effectively and reducing social isolation, During exit interviews, several members reported
with enthusiasm the fact that they were taking action to more through their transitions.

Members appeared to deepen their level of self-awareness and assert themselves regarding
their specific needs at the termination point of the group. Members shared specific examples
of how they were able to identie their needs and make assertions related to these needs in

their personal relationships.

This group facilitation expenence improved the writer's clinical skill in the areas identified
as Iearning goals, (see Appendix ff )

DISCUSSION

RELEVANCE OF PRACTICUM TO SOCIAL W O E PRACTICE

As discussed in the Literature Review, excessive stress in people's lives, c m adversely affect
the quality of life. The Social Work Code of Ethics (CASW, 1994) outlines the fact that the
profession of social work is dedicated to the welfare of human beings. The writer's opinion
is that the facilitators addressed the issue of sensitivity toward the welfare of the
membership. Facilitators also established n o m s and group rules intended to promote the
welfare of the membership.

Toseland and Rivas (1995) argue that group work can attend to the value base and ethical
principals of the social work profession. This involves a deliberate use of intervention
strategies which ensure that these standards are upheld.

This group encapsulated the

practical aspects of group work in a rnanner which met these standards.

As discussed previously, the group process provided rnembers with a forum in which to
develop a deeper level of self-awareness. This included the examination of the values and
beiiefs promoted by dominant culture. Facilitators were particularly attentive to the

patnarchal nature of our culture and how this impacts wornen in their daÏly lives. Members
were also given the opportunity to examine how their cognitive schemas have been
influenced by their families of ongin. This examination expanded the women's level of
consciousness. As a resuit, they were empowered to choose whether to accept or reject values
and beliefs that had influenced their behaviours.

A deepened level of self-awareness led to the group members' movement toward selfrealization. Social workers are also to be dedicated to the self-realization of individuals, as
outiined in the social work Code of Ethics (CASW, 1994)- This movement toward selfrealization is exemplified by the members' goal attainment scalings. That is, a11 members
made gains toward self-realization in reaching rnany of the goals identified.

By limiting this group to strictly a female membership, these clients were provided the
opportunity to experience co~ectednessand likely, cohesion. That is, members examined
how sex role stereotyping and sex role socialization, in general, had influenced their
lifestyles, behaviours and decision-making processes. Within the group, there were indeed
several emerging themes, which seemed quite exclusive to women. For example, facilitators
found it necessary to assist women in becoming comfortable with attending to reducing their
own stress, instead of firstly working at nurturing others.
Facilitators spent a considerable amount of time focusing on environmental factors which
influence the amount of stress women experience. In doing so, the facilitators vaIidated and
affirmed women's expenences which provided a group work expenence which encapsulated

social work corn a feminist perspective (Land, 1995 & Russell, 1989). Also, the
environmental component of the expenence of stress was identified and addressed.

The group process afforded members the opportunity to examine their individual coping
styles, which relate to their expenence of stress. Members were able to identiQ coping styles
which exacerbated their experience of stress. These included overeating, withdrawal and
other self-destructive as well as impulsive behaviours, Facilitators were able to establish an
atmosphere which provided sufficient emotional safety to aclmowledge these coping styles.
Once these were identified, members were able to develop a sense of mindfulness and
replace these with coping behaviours which were more effective and self-respectfùl. This is
in keeping with the intent of the social work profession to attend to the welfare of hurnan
beings.

RELEVANCE OF LITERATURE REVIEW TO PRACTICUM

Stress & the Multblicity of Roies

As outlined in the review of the literature, Kandel, et al (198S), Arnatea and Fong (199 1) and
Facione (1994) al1 indicate that wornen experience less stress with a multiplicity of roles.
Golding (1989) points out that this may be, in part, due to the fact that women in many roles
have increased opportunity for social support.

Group members' experiences seemed to support this concept that women were less stressed
when in several roles. For example, one group member became quite distraught when a work
related injury made is necessary for her to take a considerable amount of time off work.
Despite the fact that she had been encouraged by medical professionals to remain off work,
she returned to work while attending the group. She found, after only a few days, that she
was unable to cope with the physical demmds of work and was forced to continue to
convalesce.

This group member was quite tearful in the session following her faikd attempt to return to
work. She informed the group, that she had sufficient financial resources to provide for her
needs for a considerable period of time. Therefore, she was not experiencing intense stress
due to financial concerns. In fact, this group member mentioned that she missed the purpose
that being invo1ved in the work force provided- She also mentioned that she missed the
structure and routine that her employment had previously provided.

A second g o u p member was forced to terminate her involvement in her home business,

when she was required to se11 her house, as part of a divorce settlernent. She had mentioned
in group sessions, on several occasions, that her interaction with the public, as a part of this
work, as well as the structure of this work, were the onIy things that provided her with focus.
This member was clinically depressed and indicated that had she not been required to
conduct this work she wouId have Iikely done virtually nothing productive or fùnctional
throughout her days. Fortunately, by the time this member settled into new accommodations,

she was able to resume some of her work on a smaller scale- It was clear that this member
too had a strong desire for multiple roles in her life.

This comprises onIy two examples of the members' desire to have a muItipIicity of roles and
their reduced stress Ievels, while in these roles. It is the writer's opinion that every group
member worked toward acquiring a multiplicity of roles while in group. Also, rnembers who
had acquired these roles, reported reduced stress levels, thus supporting the literature on this
topic.

Stress and SuciaC Support

Al1 group members reported a high degree of social isolation, prior to the commencement
of group. Group and individual goals on the Goal Attainment Scaling (Appendix #4-10) al1
included the goal of "giving and receiving support". The writer previously mentioned, in the
Review of the Literature, that there is significant research in the area of social support as a
means of stress reduction. (Sarason, et al, 1986) (Uehara, 1990) (Jackson, 1998)
AI1 group rnembers reported, in exit interviews, that they benefitted from both giving and
receiving support within the group. The most obvious benefit was the development of
fiiendships and thus, ongoing social support amongst severai members. It appeared that this
social support also benefited several group members in several specific ways. For example,
one group member had maintained a farnily secret for weIl over 30 years. She chose to share
this secret with other group members. When she realized that she was met with tolerance,
empathy and acceptance, she was able to share this secret with her adult children. During her

exit interview with the miter, this member reported that she found the support she received

in group extremely powerful and helpfùl. She explained that she received the courage to
reveal this secret fkom the g o u p members.

A second group member reported that, as a result of her experience within the group, she has

corne to reevaluate the quality of many of her fiendships. She indicated that she was
beginning to question the depth of intimacy and honesty within these fnendships. She
articulated her strong desire to deepen the intimacy within her persona1 fnendships, as she
had experienced the value of this rnutual support within the group setting,

Friendships were developed within the group, partly due to encouragement by the facilitators
for members to contact one another between sessions. Facilitators cautioned the members
regarding the development of subgroups and the possible negative effects of this on the group

as a whole. Toseland & Rivas (1995) caution that subgroups can be beneficial in prornoting
group cohesiveness, but c m also detract from the overall functioning of the group as a wtiole.

In fact, at one point, one member was scapegoated and facilitators addressed this openly and
honestly within the group.

The benefits of encouraging members to contact on another

outside of group sessions, outweighed the disadvantages.

This group process provided members with the opportunity to leam new social skills and to
practice those which they possessed, but had not previously utilized. Sarason, et al (1986)
indicated that individuals with poorly developed social skills tended to have few social

supports. Since it has also been asserted that social support reduces stress, the writer intended
to provide members with the opportunity to gain social support.

Based on sef-reports, many rnembers indicated that they did acquire new social skills, which
they developed and practiced within the group setting. These newly developed social skills
served the members in relationships which they had developed and established outside the
membership itself. For example, one member who had been very passive throughout most
of her adult life, began to acknowledge, identi@ and assert her feelings within the g o u p
setting. She later indicated that she found that she had become more assertive in al1 her
personal relationships.

In their contact between sessions, members reported in group that they had engaged in social
activities together, outside the group. For several mernbers this constituted their first
opportunities to practice their new roles as single women. Several members had attnbuted
their social isolation to the fact that much of their previous social activity had centered
around social situations that involved primarily "couples". These new social activities
appeared to promote familiarity and a feeling of comfort ulth members' new marital status.
It also appeared to initiate feelinss of mastery related to this new role. Overall, it is the
writer's opinion that one of the strong positive outcornes of the group was the reduction of
stress through increased social support.

Reciprocity of Social Support

Williams (2995) points out that social relationships c m become strained when those who
receive social support do not reciprocate. Because the writer had studied this and additional
literature related to social support, prior to the onset of the group, mernbers were encouragd
to both receive and give social support.

A great deal of time and focus within the group involved giving and receiving support

between members. In fact, facilitators Ied a discussion, during one session, regarding the
provision of respectful support, In this discussion, facilitators attended to such issues as:

- being respectful of the limits set by the individual requesting support
- using active Iistening
- avoiding advice giving, unless this is the soa of support requested by the recipient
- maintaining focus in the discussion on the recipient of the support
Facilitators attempted to mode1 this sort of support provision in their interactions with
rnembers as well.

Williams (1995) indicates that recipients of social support need not always reciprocate
support to the person that initially supported them. That is, to maintain a sense of
cornpetence and self-esteem, individuals who have received support, sirnply need the
opportunity to support others. The group setting provided ample opportunity for members
to receive and reciprocate support.

The writer observed that most group members were initially reluctant to receive support from
other members in the group. The writer hypothesizes that this is due to the fact that women
tend to have difficulty accepting support, for that they will be considered selfish. However,
faditators found it usehl to educate members about the need for reciprocity. This proved
a usehl tool in the members' receptivity to receiving support.

In the group setting, the writer observed that members often did not provide support to
members from whorn they had previously received support. Within the dynamics of the
group setting, the writer observed a myriad of interactions involving the giving of and receipt
of support.

Individual group members who experienced discomfort and/or were resistant regarding the
receipt of social support experienced other difficulties as well. One member appeared to
experience intense difficulty in acknowled@ng and expressing vulnerable emotions, although
she did so several times in group. When other members verbalized their support for her, she
indicated that she felt quite uncornfortable with this. She had a tendency to refiame their
supportive cornments which placed a negative slant on her thoughts, actions and beliefs. It
is interesting to note that this member was Iater scapegoated by the membership. Initially
facilitators, then other mernbers discussed how this rnembers' pessirnism may be
contributing to her problems. This discussion was conducted in a gentle and supportive
fàshion, AAer taking some tirne for reflection, this member was able to achowledge that
her thinking may have contributed to her own isolation.

A second group member appeared to become agitated and angry when faced with social
support from the rnembership. When this member was unusuaUy upset, it appeared that she
could not tolerate the intimacy o f the group, in providing her with support. She clearly
articulated, at one point, that she did not want membership support and made several
statements in the group, which the writer viewed as hostile. This member left the group, pnor
to its termination.

Use of the Ecoiogicai Perspective

The ecological perspective within social work practice adheres to the notion that hurnan
beings are both influenced by their environments and are influences within their
environments. McMain Park (1996) posits that examining human behaviour without
considering the broader hurnan context rneans that many aspects of the hurnan condition are
not being acknowledged or recognized.

The writer argues that the p u p itself could be considered a self-contained "ecosystem"
within the larger social system. This group offered the members the opportunity to interact
with one another and develop emotionally intimate persona1 relationships. In doing so, they
were provided with the opportunity to develop and practice social skills, within the safety of
this therapeutic environment. Members could view how they influenced the environment of
the group and were influenced by it. Of course, facilitators played an active role by sharing
their observations, by providing feedback, validation, affirmation and support. Essentially,
the group became a cultural microcosm.

Facilitators pointed out to the membership, as learning opportunities presented thernselves,
how they were influenced by culture. Members discussed how they could reject tenets of
dominant culture in their persona1 Iifestyles and take other sorts of action in order to
influence their environrnents. Members were encouraged to examine, very specificatly, how
their persona1 values and belief systems influenced their experience of stress. This provided
the rnernbers with the opportunity to develop increased self-awareness and to engage in
cognitive restructuring.

Use of the Femiir ist Perspective

At the onset of the group, the wrïter forrned the impression that group rnembers interacted
with each other in a way that suggested a degree of cornpetition between them. This
competitiveness was exhibited by rnembers' desires to demonstrate their cornpetencies in the
nurturing role. Most members were quick to offer support to others without it being
requested andor invited. Recipients of support expressed discornfort in receiving it.
Facilitators utilized this as an opportunity to b e a k to formulate the nom of both giving and
receiving support. The wnter believes that this was accomplished through several means.
Firstly, facilitators named these observations. As Lewis (1992) points out, naming is the
identifymg of the consequences of the established structures and patterns. In this case, the
writer believes the established structure and pattern of behaviour was that which allowed
women to give to others, but not to receive. Facilitators reminded the membership that the
purpose of their attendance at this group was to reduce their expenence of being stressed, not
to add to stressors by simply giving support and not receiving it.

The second way in which facilitators addressed members' inability or unwillingness to accept
support fiom others involved a discussion related to the reasons why women may wish to
compete with one another in this regard. Facilitators discussed the fact that there is a benefit
within a patriarchal society for women to continue in their role as nurturers without
identifying their own needs. This was an introduction of the concept that "persona1 is
political" (Land, 1995). This provided the facilitators with a vehicle through which to
introduce and begin to establish the n o m of reciprocity in social support.

During the second session of the group, members engaged in a self-effacing discussion about
weight and how their respective body weights and heights did not meet cultural standards.
This provided the writer with the opportunity to engage the group in a discussion regarding
the validation of the social context in which we live (Land, 1995). Land (1995) and Russell

(1989), both discuss the value of self-disclosure by social workers in utilizing a feminist
perspective. In this particular case, the writer was able to join with the membership by
discussing how she too had been affected by cultural messages regarding weight and female
presentation. This began an ongoing process in which facilitators joined with the membership

in their comrnon expenence as women. This is referred to by Land (1995), as the "partnering
stance".

Facilitators used self-disclosure as a means of developing a sense of comectedness between
themselves and the members. Facilitators expressed feelings of vulnerability to the same
stresses and conflicts which clients experience. This was qualified with the facilitators'
attention to the power dynamics within the therapeutic relationship. That is, facilitators

achowledged and named the reality that power was not equally balanced between
facilitators and members. This having been acknowledged, facilitators discussed their
intentions to maintain the therapeutic relationships within the group in an equitable fashion.
Also, facilitators rejected the ascription of "expert" s t a t u within the group. Facilitators
informed the membership of theu beliefs that each individual member was the expert on her
life.

As has been discussed at several points within this document, members of the group initially
appeared very constrained in their emotional expression. Women within the group appeared
to experience intense disconifort with the verbal expression o f vuinerable emotions.
Facilitators agreed that this issue must be addressed in order for the mernbership to fully
expenence and examine the emotional aspects of thernselves. The facilitators codonted this
issue directly with the rnembership on several occasions by challenging the myth that women

are the weaker sex. Specifically, facilitators confionted the issue that women are often
considered the weaker sex within dominant culture when they express and articulate ernotion
which evolves feelings of vulnerability. This led to the establishment of the n o m of a
positive evaluation of women. This is in keeping with both Russell (1989) and Land's (1995)
concepts of positive evaluation of women and revaluing positions enacted by women.

Once the group had established a reasonable degree of comfort, members began to share their
relevant life experiences with one another. One such experience was the role of motherhood
within the membership. Two members within the group were not actively providing daily
chiid care to their children. These members spoke about the sharne and guilt that they

experience, particularly in sharing their specific experiences with others. An additional group
member had elected not to have biological children- She shared that, although she believed
she had made a decision which best met her personal needs, she experienced feelings of
inadequacy when she uiformed others that she was not a mother. Finally, one group member
advised the group that she had placed a child for adoption over 30 years aso. This member
shared her feelings of stigmatization and the need for secrecy regarding this matter.

These experiences related to motherhood provided the facilitators with the opportunity to use

this as a rneans of balancing members' perceptions of what is normal and what is deviant. As
Land (1995) explains, what is perceived as deviant by society is often that behaviour which
is engaged in by less privileged groups. Facilitators engaged the group in animated
discussions regarding the need to adopt behaviour which best meets individual needs and not
societal noms. It also provided the opportunity to introduce the concept that there are
multiple realihes. That is, individual mernbers could choose for themselves, the reality which
is most acceptable to them in the context of their own [ives (Land, 1995 & Poovey, 1998).

Bricker-Jenkins (199 1) points out that, diversiîy creates choices for al1 and is a source for
strength, growth and health. Land (1995) discusses the feminist perspective as involving an
inclusive stance which incorporates the re-examination of "Anglocentric" assumptions. These
concepts encapsulate the notion that the feminist perspective embraces respect for diversity.
Facilitators capitalized on opportunities to, not only enhance group cohesiveness by pointing
out common aspects in experiences, but members experiences which were also unique. This

included the fact that some members experienced financial fi-eedom and comfort, while
others could scarcely meet their basic needs.

During the termination phase of the group, one financially secure member bartered with
another member who expenenced hancial dificulties to share aspects related to the
termination celebration. Specifically, the financially secure group member could not afford
the time to bring a prepared food item to the celebration. Conversely, the member
experiencing financial difficulty could not afford the cost of bringing a food item to the
celebration. They agreed to share their resources and the financidly secure member provided
ingredients for the impoverished member to prepare. The facilitators agreed that this was a
respecthl and mutually gratiSing interchange which did not compromise the dignity of
either member. This is an exarnple of how members achieved mutual aid on a practical level
within the group.

Bricker-Jenkins (1991) indicates that an assumption of sociaI work practice includes the
belief that people are inherently healthy. As mentioned previously, RusseIl (198 9) discusses
the value of recognizing the strength of women and emphasizing the positive aspects of
stereotypically female traits. In the writer's opinion, both of these assurnptions underscore
the importance of taking a strengths perspective in social work practice with women.
Facilitators tended to paraphrase and r e h e members comments which were initially selfdeprecating and negative. Rather, the focus was upon women's strengths in coping and their
ability to have managed various aspects of their lives, albeit under stressfui circumstances.

It appears that thïs becarne an accepted n o m within the group process as members began to
provide each with support aad feedback in this fashion as the group progressed-

In the initial stages of the group, facilitators became aware o f the fact that members neither
acknowledged nor assertively expressed their needs. En fact, in a discussion led by the
facilitators, the members had difficulty admitting to the fact that they had needs. However,
several members engaged in attention seeking behaviour whîch could have potentially
alienated thern f?om others within the group. Facilitators learned that members had difficulty
acknowledging and asserting their needs as they did not consider it ferninine to do so. This
afforded the facilitators the occasion to encourage "total development". Russell (1989)
descnbes total development as involving the adoption of behaviour, which rnay not be
considered appropriate for one's ascribed sex role, but necessary for personal effectiveness.

The encouragement of total development within the structure of the group continued
throughout its duration. In fact, the writer found that this particular concept was necessary
in providing the membership with alternative coping methods in dealing with stress. Several
group members demonstrated their ability to assert themselves with their peers in the group.
Several members also reported experiencing feelings of efficacy in this regard within their
interactions outside of the group as well.

Land (1995) discusses the use of empowerment practice within the feminist perspective.

Specifically, she emphasizes the importance of the development of therapeutic goals as a
cooperative endeavor between therapist and client. Bricker-Jenkins (199 1) discusses the

important of goal setting as a collaborative process between therapist and client with the
intent to assist women to recover fiom the specific injuries of oppression, exploitation and
domination. The writer believes that the process engaged in with group members to develop
individual and group goal attainment scalings achieved this purpose. That is, al1 goals were
developed in a collaborative process between therapist and clients. In fact, the group goal
attainment scalings were developed through a process of consensus between the group
members and the facilitators.

CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN THIS GROUP WORK INTERVENTION

Facilitators found that addressing sociocultural issues regarding competition amongst women
to be extremely usefùl in establishing cohesion within the group. The Partnering Stance
(Land, 1995) alluded to earlier was particularly usehl in this regard. Facilitators shared their
experiences as women and discussed how they had been encouraged in rnany social settings
to compete. This was contrasted with the expenence of working cooperatively and sharing
authentic relationships with each other and other women.

In working with this group of isolated individuals, facilitators found that it was extremely
important to understand that memben lacked the knowledge about how to appropriately seek
support f?om others. In this way, the group experience can provide individuals with an
atrnosphere to develop and practice new skills. Facilitators found it necessary to guide
members in such fundamental issues as naming feelings and broadening the repertoire of
feeling words used by the membership.

It was quite usefül within this group to educate the membership about the power of
perception in managing stress. Following this, facilitators were able to guide members in an
examination of their cognitive schemas and how cognitive distortions comprised much of
the negative reasoning that members become engaged in. This examination of cognitive
schemas included questioning of assumptions held by dominant culture which subordinates
and oppressed women greater insight appear to lead to p a t e r fîeedom in stress coping

responses for the mernbers.

Women were competent in quickly identifj&g what behaviours they could adopt which
would reduce the level of stress which they experienced. Facilitators spend less time
focusing on rhis issue thm addressing the fact that members did not feel entitled to attend to
their needs in this regard. This was addressed through the use of cognitive restructuring by
facilitators. Facilitators challenged the myths of dominant culture which included that
women are to be selfless and tireless in their care of others. They guided the group in various
discussions about how this myth departs fiom the reality of hurnanness. This distortion was
replaced with an alternative concept which involves the notion that we can care for other
rnost efficiently when we firstly care for ourselves.

In attempting to strengthen group cohesiveness and the benefits of mutual aid, facilitators
focused on educating members about the necessary components of social support. For
example, facilitators discussed the fact that addressing and resolving conflict can actually
deepen the level of intimacy within persona1 relationships. This was not simply mentioned

as a usefûl concept, but rather was discussed at lengh within the group setting. Also,
facilitators discussed the elements of helpfid support to others. This included Ieading
members in an exercise in which they identified those aspects of social support which were
usefil. Members also identified those invasive and negative behaviours which are not
helpfùl, but sometimes used by individuals in an effort to be supportive. This includes
unsolicited advice giving.

Facilitators found that their effectiveness increased when they were able to maintain a great
deal of roIe flexibility. Both facilitators urere required, on numerous occasions, to be
assertive with limit setting and boundarïes as well as wann and responsive in a nurturing
role. It appeared that members felt most secure when facilitators addressed subtle tensions
within the group quickly and assertively.

SociaI work professionals conducting future groups of this nature may wish to consider these
usefûl aspects which became apparent in this group.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

Overall, the writer believes that providing a therapeutic group was helpful in assisting
women experiencing stress, transition and social isolation. The writer argues that hture
groups rnay also be effective in this regard. However, future group facilitators may wish to
cary out additional tasks which would be helpful for both assessment and therapeutic
intervention.

Ln the group conducted by the writer, virtually alI of the group members informed facilitators
that they had been prescribed anti-depressants prior to the commencement of the group. It
is not clear as to whom diagnosed these members with clinical depression, however, the
writer believes it is reasonable ta assume that these individuals were identified as depressed
by their family physicians. The writer argues that it would be useful to administer an
evaluative tool to potential g o u p members pnor to the commencement of a future group.
This may be useful in assisting clinical social workers in i d e n t i m g the severity of
depression experienced by members as well as those issues considered to be most
problematic by group members. Finally, facilitators could use these evaluative tools to
baseline member data, then again administer the tools to determine if there has been any
positive change related to depression.

During the initial stages of the group, members were able to identify only that they were
stressed. They appeared to Iack a clear understanding of the specific sources of their energy
drain. The writer now believes it would be useful to administer some form of stress testing
at the initial stage of future groups to assist members in identifjmg the sources of energy
drain that they experience. AIthough CO-facilitatorswere able to assist members of this group
in identifying the sources of their energy drain, this took many sessions to accomplish. The
client population may have been better served if this had been more quickly identified.

The writer identified that, within the group conducted for the purpose of this practicum,
members were reluctant to engage in self-care activity. It took some time for facilitators to

recognize that these barriers amounted to a discornfort by women to attend to their own
needs. Effective change for future group members may be more quickly realized if this issue
is identified and addressed more quickly by group facilitators.

Within the group conducted, faditators did not guide the members in formai relaxation,
meditation or guided imagery techniques. In part, this was due to the fact that members
themselves identified social activities, physical fitness and restfiil activities as desirous selfcare methods. This may be, in part, due to the mernbers' lack of knowledge with regard to a
repertoire of self-care activities. The writer would suggest that in future, it may be beneficial
to introduce alternative seif-care activities as the self-care goals identified by the membership
proved to be rather lofty. In fact, members had only begun to engage in their identified
activities by the termination point of the group. By incorporating these techniques as a part

of the group process, members could have realized the benefits of reduced physiological and
psychological stress much earlier. There are many relaxation and rneditative techniques
which are easily camied out, require no special equipment and take Iittle tirne.

As this group evolved, it became apparent that there was some need to educate the
membership and encourage a degee of comfort with assertive, open, direct styles of
communication. in fact, this was an ongoing theme within the particular group conducted.

The writer suggests that facilitators of future groups address this topic in the very early stages
of the group. This c m be accomplished through attention to women's issues as a means of
enhancing rnembers' cornfort level in practiculg assertive communication. Of course, this can

be carried out in conjuiction with providïns practical education related to assertive styles of
communication-

It is the writer's opinion that it was usefirl and effective to encourage rnembers to maintain
contact with each other outside of group sessions. This is in spite of the fact that the writer
had some apprehension about the possibility that negative sub-groupings could develop. As
outlined previously, thïs did indeed occur within this group. It may be usefil for facilitator
in fùture goups to institute a foxmal reporting each week regarding contact outside of group
sessions. If interpersonal problems did develop, this would provide facilitators with the
opportunity to address matters quickly and decisively.

Facilitators of fùture groups may wish to consider the possibility of introducing the concept
of a second stage support group to members pnor to the point of termination- Members of
the group conducted introduced this concept just prior to the point of termination. This did
not allow facilitators sufficient time to educate the membership regarding a stmctured
process of formulating a second stage support group. That is, facilitators of future groups
could introcluce infonnation related to second stage groups when termination is introduced.
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APPENDIX #1

DOCUMENT OF CONSENT
1,

,agree to become a member of the stress

management group offered by Verna Sullivan and Tammy Fraser at the Farnily Centre of
Winnipeg. 1 understand that these sessions are to be videotaped for use by Vema Sullivan

in completing her Master's degree practicum. Professors Esther Blum and Kathy Levine,
who are educational advisors to Verna Sullivan at the Faculty of Social Work (University
of Manitoba), will also view these videotapes. Jane Markesteyn, who provides clinical
supervision to Vema Sullivan will view these videotapes as well.

I provide consent to be videotaped dunng group sessions and have been advised that

these tapes will be carefülly stored to ensure privacy. 1 have also been advised that these
tapes will be destroyed upon the cornpietion of Vema Sullivan's practicum.

Signed:

Date:

Witness :

APPENDIX #2

Feeling Lonely9

Wheie: mis grooli wiU bs hsll at the Famiiv Centre of Winnipeg, fourth lori,tomBe Place Hall.

Whm: Re a n i p will bagh on Febnaw 22.2000 at FOO pm.All sessioas will iwifmm ZOO Dm.
te 9:OO p.üî.
Why: This gioup is intendadto beip wrmea Rnd heallly ways of copiog with stress and to gtt to

know otner womaa nnie are axpeiiencingsimiliif thinoc.
Hew te find out more abomthe flrousk YIU tan contacI Vema S~lliuanat 257-0507, te gel more

te meet witn Varna nrhiately t t Famlly Centre mf Wlnnl~sg.

Cast Tliaia is na k e for Mis gnup.

Wornen's Stress Management Group

To:
From: Verna Sullivan
1am planning on conducting my Master's practicum at Family Centre on stress management
for women. 1am now accepting referrals for a thirty week group for women having srress
management problems. This group will be CO-facilitatedwith Tammy Fraser, BSW. We have
conducted groups together in the past. Jane Markesteyn will be providing the on site
supervision. 1will be required to report regularly to Kathy Levine, rny Faculty of Social Work
advisor.

Group Focus:
This group will be conducted fiom a feminist perspective, so environmental factors which
impact women's stress will be addressed. Facilitators will attend to the fact that their are
certain experiences which are unique to women. The group is thirty weeks in duration since
a specific goal of this group is to foster and encourage social comectedness amongst the
membership. Facilitators will use a therapeutic, rather than educational format, so sessions
will not have formalized topics, but facilitators will respond to topics initiated by the
membership.
Membership Criteria:
Women considered most appropriate for membership are those in role transition. This
includes women who may be leaving or returning to the work force, those whose marital
status has recently changed or who are making other role changes which are causing stress.
Although the group will not focus prirnarily on issues of traumatic stress, those women who
have experienced past trauma would not be excluded from membership. Facilitators will not
ignore the fact that past trauma rnay influence individual ability to cope with daily stress.
It is important that women referred have no serious mental health problems which may affect
their ability to initiate and form relationships within a group setting. For instance, those not
able to fûnction in most social situations could not likely build relationships within this group
situation.

Referral Process:
1 would like to speak with counsellors directly, in order to gather information. Therefore,
please contact me at 257-0507 (home).
Thank you

APPENDIX #4

GROUP QUESTIONS

SESSION #

1. How did you experience the frst week of group? (positive and negative)
2. Think about your coping styles and those of other group members. What are your thoughts

and feelings regarding your own coping style? What would you like to change?
3. No question provided.
4. Recognize times when you are utilizing destructive coping strategies. How are you

feeling ernotionally/physically? What unmet needs do you have?
5. What biases, prejudices, perceptions and distortions do you have which affects your

interaction with others and thus causes stress?
6. What is the positive stress in your life? Do you have enough? What do you need to do?
7. How am 1allowing m y past to influence my present?

8. How have you been taught and what have you leamed about coping with stress?
9. How much of your self worth is based on recognition and attention fiom outside sources?

How much is based on your feelings about yourself?
10. What is your reaction and how do you cope when things don? go the way you want them

to?
11. What did you leam fkom your fmily about confiict? What skills did you leam fkom your

family related to conflict resolution? Name them.

APPENDIX # 4 (CONTINUED)

12. Do you acknowledge your anger? How do you show others that you are an=?

Why is

it important for us to understand ourselves when we are angry?

13. Can you identify your feelings when you experience them? Can you express them?
How do you express them? Under what circurnstances and with whom do you express
them?
14. Do you have any deeply personal relationships with adults? Who? Characterize these

relationships-how close are these? How do you gauge closeness? How would you like
your relationships to improve?

15. Do you believe close persona1 relationships help you in stress management? What
aspects of these relationships are most helpful in effective stress management? What
aspects of these relationships add to the stress you experience? What would you like to
change can you change?

16. Are you self-protective in your persona1 relationships? If so, how? If not, what do you
need to change?
7 . Do you judge others harshly in relationships? Do you judge yourself harshly? Under
what circumstances? What c m you do to be more self-accepting and accepting of others?

18. Can we forgive ourselves fur our limitations? Can we forgive others? How?

19. In what parts of your life do you focus most of your physical and emotional energy?
20. Session 19 question continued.
21. What process do you undergo in decision making? What are the steps?

22. How have you been impacted by p a s endings? How have you reacted?
23. How do you get the attention you need in positive ways? What are positive ways?
24. After the group is over, what would you liike your life to be like? What would you like
to stay the same? What would you like to be different?

25. Session 24 question continued.

26. How do you handle conflict in your persona1 relationships? How would you like this to
be di fferent?

27. What have you learned about yourself as a result of your group experience? What would
you like to have done differently in the group?

28. Imagine yourself in an new fiendship, romantic or collegial relationship. What do you
want to get out of these relationships? What do you want to give and what do you want
to receive?

29. No question provided.
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Scale
Attainment
Levels

1

Scale 1
Giving &
receiving
support with
members

Scale 2
initiating
interaction
with members

-

unfavorable
treatrnen t
outcome
thought likely
(-1)
Less than
expected
success with
treatment

Neither gives
nor receives
support

Scale 3
Making
fnendships
with members

Scale 4
Making time
for self-care
(1 hour
weekdays, 2
hours
weekends)

Scale 5
Engaging in
self-care
activities e a ch
day

Makes no
fnendships

Makes no
time for selfcare

Does not
engage in
sel f-care
activities

-

Does not
initiate
interaction
with members

(Mid)

Gives support
but does not
accept it

Occasionally
initiates
interaction
with members
in group

Interacts with
members in
groiip but
develops no
friendships

Makes time
for self-care
once a week

OccasionalIy
engages in
self-care
activities

Develops one
frïendship in
group

Makes time
for self-care
three times
per week

Consistently
engages in
self-care
activities

WW
(0)
Expected
Ievel of
treatment
success

Occasionally
gives &
receives
support in
group
(Mid)

Consistently
initiates
interactions
with members
in group

-

(+Il
More than
expected
success with
treatment

:+a

Best
mticipated
uccess with
xeatment

-

ConsistentIy
gives &
receives
support in
W'UP

Consistently
initiates
interactions
with members
in group &
occasionally
out of group

Develops
friendship
with two
gr0UP
members

Makes time
for self-care
five times per
week

Consistently
engages in
self-care
activities &
develops new
sel f-care
interests

Gives &
receives
support in &
out of group

Consistently
initiates
interactions
with members
in and out of
gToup (Post)

Develops
friendship
with more
than two
group
members

Makes time
for self-care
every day

Consistently
engages in
established &
new self-care

(Pest)

(Mid)

Scale
Attainment
Levels

! Scale 1
1

Initiates face
to face
interactions
with rnembers

Scale 2
Initiates
topics of
conversation
with members

Scale 4
Gives &
receiving
support

ScaIe 3
Shares
persona1
feelings with
PUP
members

ScaIe 5
Engages in
self-care
activity
-

(-2)

Most
unfavorable
treatment
outcome
thought likely
(-1)

Less than
expected
success with
treatrnent

:O>
Expected
level of
reatment
juccess
-

Does not
interac t with
~rouP
rnernbers

Does not
initiate
conversation
with group
members

Does not
share persona1
feelings in
gr0UP

Neither gives
nor receives
support

Does not
engage in
self-care
activity

Interacts with
group
members by
telephone
(Mid)

Occasionally
initiates
conversation
nith members
in group
(Mid)

Occasionally
shares
persona1
feelings in
W'UP

Gives support
but does not
accept it

Occasionally
engages in
self-care
activity

Occasionally
interacts with
mernbers in

Consistently
initiates
conversation
with members
in group

Consistently
shares
personal
feelings in
group

Occasionally
gives &
receives
support in
group
(Mid)

Consistently
engages in
self-care
activity

Consistently
gives &
receives
support in

Consistently
engages in
self-care
activities &
develops new
self-care
interests

(Mid)

-

:+il
More than
:xpected
uccess with
reatment

(-1-2

Best
anticipated
success with
treatment

Consistently
in teracts with
members in
IFUP

Occasionally
initiates
conversation
with members
outside of
P
W
PuPC

Occasionally
Consistently
interacts on a
initiates
face to face
1 zonversation
basis with
with members
members
outside of
outside of
Y'UP
group CPost)

Occasionally
shares
personal
feelings with
members
outside of
group (Mid)
(Post)

ETOUP

i Consistently
shares
persona1
Feelings with
mernbers
outside of
YOUP

l

Consistently
gives &
receives
support &
occasionally
outside of
g.oup(Post)

Consistently
engages in
established &
new self-care
activities
(Pest)
1

l

ScaIe
Attainmen t
LeveIs

Scale 1
Give and
receive
support

Scale 2
Receive
feedback and
affinnation

(-2)

Neither gives
nor receives
support

Does not ask
for feedback
and
affinnation

Most
unfavorable
treatment
outcorne
thought
likely
(- 1)

Less than
expected
success with
treatrnent
(0)

Expected
level of
[seatrnent
success

:+il
a o r e than
:xpected
iuccess with
reatment
+2)

3est
lnticipated
uccess with
reatment

Scale 4
Balance work
and self-care

Scale 5
Deal with
separation
issues

Does not
prepare
house for
sale

Makes no
change in
balancing
work and
self-care

Does not
contact
lawyer

Asks for
feedback and
affirmation
but does not
accept it

Readies
house for
listing

Develops a
plan for
balance but
does not
c a r y it out

Contacts
lawyer but
does not
follow
through on
instructions

Asks for
feedback and
affirmation
and
occasionaIIy
accepts it
(Mid)

Readies
house and
contacts real
estate agent

Occasionally
carries out

Begins to
foIlow
through with
instructions

Consistently
gives &
receives
support in
F'UP

Asks for
feedback and
affirmation
and
consistently
accepts it

Lists house
for sale

Carries out
?Ian daily

Completes
instructions

Consistently
gives &
receives
support &
occasionally
outside of
group (Post)

Makes Iife
chanses as a
result of
feedback and
affirmation

Sells house

hrries out
~ l a ndaily
ind develops
iew
itrategies

Completes
separation
agreement

Gives
support but
does not
accept it

Occasionally
gives &
receives
support in
PUP
(Mid)

(Post)

1

Prepare
house for
sale

wia

(Post)

plan

(Mid)
(Post)
-.

(Post)

l

I

-

--

---

-

Scale
Attainment
Levels

Scale I
Make
fnendships
with group
members

Scale 2
Give and
receive
support

Scale 3
Engage in
social
activities on
weekends

Scale 4
Develops and
enacts selfcare plan

Scale 5
Explore new
career
opportunities

(-2)
Most
unfavo rab le
treatment
outcome
thought
likely

Does not

Neither gives
nor receives
support

Makes no
change

Has no selfcare plan

Does not
make any
change

(-1)

Less than
expected
success with
treatment

interact with
group
members and
makes not
fkiends
Interacts with
members in
group but
develops no
Enendships

(Mid)

Gives
support but
does not
accept it

Develops
strategies for
weekend
activity but
does not
cany them
out

Develops
self-care plan
but does not
engage in
thi s

Explores new
career
options but
does not act
on them
-

(0)

Expected
level of
treatrnent
success
-

Develops one
fnendship in
!PUP

OccasionalIy
gives &
receives
support in
P U P

Develops
strategies for
weekend
activity and
occasionally
canies this
out (Mid)

Develops
self-care plan
and
xcasionaIly
:amies it out
CM id)

Applies for
new
empf oyment
opportunities

Develops
strategies for
weekend
zctivity and
:onsistently
:arries this
3ut

Zonsistently
mgages in
self-care plan

Attends
interviews
for new
positions

Zonsistently
.nvolved in
weekend
ictivity and
:xpands on
itrategy

Zonsistently
mgages in
> l m&
mgages in
iew self-care
ictivities

Attains
alternate
ernployment

--

(+il
More than
expected
success with
treatment

(+a

Best
mticipated
treatment

Develops
fnendships
with two
WUP
members
(Mid)
Develops
friendships
with more
than two
E3rOUP
mernbers

Zonsistently
gves &

APPENI X # 9 - ( E )
Scale
Attainrnent
Levels

Scale I
Involvement
in social
activities

Scale 2
Involvement
in physical
fitness

Scale 3
Share
feelings in
P'UP

Scale 4
Deepen level
of selfawareness

Scale 5
Develop
greater
purpose in
life

(-2)
Most
unfavorable
treatment
outcome
thought
likely

Makes no
change in
social
activities

No
involvement
in physical
fitness

Does not
No change in
share feelings Ievel of selfin group
awareness

Continues
living life
habitually

(-1)

Explores
potential
social
activities

-

Less than
expected
success with
treatment

Occasionally
shares
feelings in
!WUP

Exp Iores
potential
physical
fitness
activities
(iMid)(Post)

Occasionally
articulates
new selfknowledge in
W'JP

(MW
-

Occasionally
engages in
new social
activity

(0)

Expected
level of

mi4

-

1

1

(+U
More than
expected
success with
treatment

(+a

Best
anticipated
success with
treatment

1

-

-

Occasionally
engages in
p hysical
fitness
activities

Consistently
shares
feelings in
gr0UP
(Mid)

Consistently
articulates
new selfknowledge in
WUP

Gains
awareness
about
purpose but
not articulate
in group
Nid)
..-

Gains
awareness
about
purpose and
occasionally
articulates in
group (Post)

p

Consistently
engages in
new social
activity

Consistently
engages in
physical
fitness
activities

Occasionally
shares
feelings with
members
outside group
(Post)

3ccasionally
3pplies new
selfcnowledge
nto behavior
(Post)

Consistently
engages in
several new
social
activities

Physical
activity
becomes part
of daily
routine

Consistently
shares
feelings with
members
outside group

Zonsistently
Applies new
awareness in
ipplies new
LeIfdaiIy life
cnowledge
nto behavior 1

i

i

-

Gains
awareness
about
purpose and
consistently
articulates in
W'UP

J

Attainment
Levels

(-2)
Most
unfavorab le
treatment
outcome
thought
likely

Scale I
Involvement
in physical
fitness

Scale 2
Receive
support ftom
members

Scale 3
Develop new
stress
management
skills

Scale 4
Spends
quality time
alone

Scale 5
Reduce
hassles in life

No
involvement
in physical
fitness

Gives
support but
does not
accept it

Makes no
change

Spends no
quality tirne
alone

Makes no
changes

-

Explores
potential
physical
fitness
activities

Occasionally
accepts
support fi-om
members in
PUP
Wid)

Learns stress
management
strategies but
does not put
into action

Occasionally
spends 25
minutes o f
quality time
with self
(Mid)

Identifies
hassles in Iife
but does not
make
Iifestyle
changes

Expected
.evel of
.reatrnent
;uccess

Occasionally
engages in
physical
fitness
activities
(Mid)

Consistently
accepts
support fkom
members in
group

Occasionally
puts two new
stress
management
skills into
action (Mid)

15 minutes of
quality time
daily

Makes
lifestyle
change by
eliminating
one hassle

+Il
dore than
:xpected
'uccess with
reatment

Consistently
engages in
physical
fitness
activi ties

Consistently
accepts
support in
goup &
xcasionally

Consistently
puts hvo new
stress
management
skills into
action

Occasionally
spends more
than 15
minutes daily

Makes
lifestyle
change by
eliminating
hvo hassles
Wid)

Consistently
puts more
%an two
stress
nanagement
jkills into
iction

Consistently
spends more
than 15
minutes daiIy

Makes
Lifestyle
change by
eliminating
more than
two hassles

(-1)

Less than
expected
success with
treatment

:O)

I

+2)
lest
nticipated
uccess with

Physical
activity
becomes part

xtside of
Consistently
accepts
support in &

1

I

1

APPE; D I X #11

Scale
Attainment
Levels

ScaIe 1
Making
Friendships

Scale 2
Respecting
Shared
Identity as
Women

Scale 3
Group
Emotional
Intimacy

Scale 4
Group
Strength Thru
Shared
Knowledge

Scale 5
DeveIop
Ongoing
Support
Nehvork

(-2)

No
fnendships
made amongst
SOUP
members

Members
learn nothing
re: the impact
of role of
women

Members do
not share
vulnerable
feelings in
group

Group
members do
not share
knowledge re:
coping

Members do
not provide
support to one
another

1 to 3
Some
fnendships
leaming re:
made amongst 1 role of
women &
PUP
members
occasional
demonstrations in group

Members
occasional~y
share
vulnerable
feelings in
W'uP

Mernbers
occasionally
share
knowledge re:
coping

Members
occasional1y
provide
support to one
another in
PUP

(0)
Expected
level of
treatrnent
success

3 to 5
friendships
made amongst
group
members

Consistently
aware of
wornen's
issues in
UP
(Mid) (Post)

Members
consistently
share
vulnerable
feelings in
W'UP

Members
consistently
share
knowledge re:
coping

Mernbers
consistently
provide
support to one
another in
PUP

(+il

5 to 7
tnendships
made arnongst
EwUP
members
(Mid)

Group
explores
po tential
avenues for
social action

Members
occasionally
share
vulnerable
feelings
outside group
(Mid) (Post)

Mernbers
occasionally
put new
coping
sirategies into
practice
(Mid) (Post)

Members
occasionally
provide
support to one
another
outside group
(Mid) (Post)

Group
demonstrates
awareness
through social
action

Members
consistently
share
vulnerable
feelings
outside group

Members
consistently
put new
coping
strategies into
practice

Members
consistently
provide
support to one
another
outside group

Most
unfavorable
trea trnent
outcome
thought Iikely
(-1)

Less than
expected
success with
treatrnent

More than
expected
success with
treatment

1 (+a

Best
anticipated
success with
treatment

1

AI1 group
rnembers
develop a
friendship
with another
member &
socialize
)utside of
70up (Post)

I
'

APPEXDL

-

-

-

Scaie
Attainment
Levels

Scale 1
Practical &
theoretical
knowledge phases &
stages of
group

Scale 2
Iqrovement
of knowledge
on multiple
ro les,
transitions &
stress in
women

Scale 3
Creating
context for
group to take
nsks in
discussing
stress rngrnt.
issues

ScaIe 4
Improves
skills in
feminist
group work
practice

Scale 5
Develop
improved cotherapy
relationships

(-2)
Most
unfavorable
treatment
outcome
thought likely

Makes no
change

Makes no
change

Makes no
change

Makes no
change

Makes no
change

Improves
theoretical
knowledge no application
in group

Improves
theoretical
knowledge no application
in group

Develops
theoretical
knowledge no application
in group

Improves
theoretical
knowledge no application
in group

Irnpro ves
theoretical
knowledge no application
in group

Occasionally
applies
knowledge
within group

Occasionally
applies
knowledge
within group
(Mid)

Occasionally
applies
knowIedge
within group

Occasionally
applies
knowledge
within group

Occasiona~ly
applies
knowledge
within group

-

-

(Mid)

-

(-1

Less than
expected
success with
treatment

:O)
Expected
level of
Teatment
juccess

(Pest)

-

>

3-1
More than
zxpected
;uccess with
reatment

Consistently
applies
knowIedge
within group

Consistently
applies
knowledge
within group
(Pest)
-

't2)
3est
inticipated
uccess with
reatment

DeveIops new
practice
i
methods as a
result of
~PP~Y~W
knowledge
gathered in
the group
xocess

Develops new
practice
I
methods from
knowledge
gathered in
~PP~Y~W
:heory in the
group process

Consistently
applies
knowledge
within group
(Mid)
Develops new
~Iinical
approaches as
a result of
applying this
knowledge in
creating this
context
(Pest)

Consistently
applies
knowledge
within group
(Mid)
l
Develops new
feminist
~ o u work
p
approaches as
a result of
applying this
knowledge

Consistently
applies
knowledge
within group
(Mid)
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APPENDIX#l3
Group Attainment Scaling
Mid-Group Results
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APPENDIX # 14
Group Attainment Scaling
Post-Group Results
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APPENDIX #15

Exit Interview Questions:
Were you satisfied with the facility in which the group was conducted?
Were you satisfied with the weeknight evening chosen to conduct group?
Were you satisfied with the session time of 7 to 9 p m . ?
Were you satisfied with the two h o u length of each session?
Were you satisfied with the fact that there was a 15 minute break during each
session?
Was the length of 30 weeks satisfactory for you?

Did you like the fact that members themselves developed the structure of the
group over time?
Were you satisfied with the content of the group?
Were you satisfied with the leadership & style of the CO-facilitators?
Were you cornfortable with the process of the group?

